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Introduction

1

To be precise, “simple” here denotes the Einstein-Hilbert action coupled minimally to matter, and mild
deviations thereof.
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The emergence of geometry from a quantum field theory is becoming a tractable quest
in the era of AdS/CFT. A variety of quantum field theories are dual in an appropriate
regime to theories of classical gravity. The fundamental mechanism of the duality is not
fully understood, nevertheless we expect that the geometric data characterizing the gravitational side of the duality can be viewed as “emergent”, hence it can be reconstructed
from appropriate observables in the dual field-theoretical formulation.
Remarkably, there is a universal field-theoretical observable that provides a direct
probe of the geometry of the bulk dual. The entanglement entropy of a subsystem X is
an observable that measures the degree of quantum entanglement between X and the rest
of the system, and can be defined for any quantum mechanical system [1–3]. A conjecture
by Ryu and Takayanagi states that if a field theory has a “simple” Einstein gravity dual,1
then the entanglement entropy of a geometric subregion X in the field theory is given by
the area of a minimal surface that ends on the boundary at ∂X [4, 5]. This is a beautiful
statement that relates two very fundamental ideas on the two sides of the duality: classical
geometry in the bulk and quantum entanglement on the boundary. See [6, 7] for recent
reviews and a complete set of references on this topic.
There exist as well examples of AdS/CFT where the usual notion of classical geometry
on the gravitational side of the duality is not clear — in the language used above, they are
not “simple.” Theories of higher spin gravity fall into this class. In addition to the bulk
metric, these theories possess a (possibly infinite number of) fields with spin greater than
two that interact nonlinearly with each other and with the graviton [8, 9]. Fascinatingly,
these theories also possess enlarged gauge redundancies that act nontrivially and unfamiliarly on the metric. Black holes in such theories can be gauge transformed into traversable
wormholes; causal structures can be changed and singularities removed. Thus the very notion of “geometry” in these theories is not gauge invariant and must be replaced by some
other more general concept. It is simultaneously exciting and confusing to imagine what
such a concept might be.
On the other hand, these higher spin theories of gravity are thought to be dual to
perfectly ordinary CFTs; thus the notion of the entanglement entropy of the dual field
theory is entirely well defined. There is now a very natural question: what is the bulk
object that computes entanglement entropy in the boundary theory? The conventional

Ryu-Takayanagi prescription clearly requires modification, as the idea of a proper distance
is no longer meaningful. If such an object could be found in higher spin theory, it would
be tempting to think of it as defining a new, generalized notion of geometry, one that takes
as fundamental the notion of the entanglement of the dual field theory.
In this work we initiate an investigation into these issues. We will work within the
simplest possible theory of higher spin gravity, that containing a single extra spin 3 field
in a 3d bulk. We make a concrete proposal for a bulk object that computes entanglement
entropy and apply this prescription to various solutions of higher spin gravity.
1.1

Entanglement entropy from Wilson lines

A key fact that makes our analysis possible is that higher-spin theories in 3d admit a simple
Lagrangian description in the bulk: they can be written in terms of a doubled Chern-Simons
theory with gauge group SL(N, R). The case N = 2 is ordinary Einstein gravity in AdS3 ;
for N > 2 we find a higher spin theory. We seek a formula for entanglement entropy in
terms of the data specifying a classical solution to the Chern-Simons theory, i.e. gauge
connections A, Ā valued in SL(N, R). We point out that even in the case N = 2, where
we have ordinary Einstein gravity and we know the answer should simply be the length
of a spatial geodesic, this is not trivial: the Chern-Simons representation obscures many
aspects of a geometric interpretation.
We propose that the entanglement entropy for a single interval X is
SEE = − log (WR (C)) ,

(1.1)

where WR (C) is a bulk Wilson line in a representation R of the gauge group along a curve
C that ends at the boundary at ∂X, i.e. as in figure 1. The choice of representation R is
crucial: it is an infinite-dimensional highest-weight representation of SL(N, R). To define
the representation we need to specify its Casimirs: we relate the quadratic Casimir to the
central charge of the theory and argue that all higher-order Casimirs are zero.2
This formula may appear somewhat strange: in (1.1), the actual bulk path C taken
does not matter (even for N = 2). The only relevant data of the curve is the location
2

The Casimirs do not specify uniquely the representation R; additional data is needed. However for the
cases studied here it will suffice to specify only this data of the representation.
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Figure 1. Left: entanglement entropy of an interval X is found by computing a particular Wilson
line along a curve C; the line ends on the boundary at ∂X. Right: the thermal entropy of a black
hole can be found by evaluating a closed Wilson loop around the horizon.

of the endpoints, and whether or not the background contains a black hole (see figure 1).
However in the case of N = 2 gravity this Wilson line is actually the natural coupling of a
massive point particle to AdS3 gravity, a connection that we review in section 2. It should
then not be surprising that it computes the length of a bulk geodesic and is thus equivalent
to the Ryu-Takayanagi prescription. For N > 2 it generalizes these ideas in a manner that
is manifestly invariant under higher-spin gauge symmetry.
We do not feel that we have really proven that this proposal is correct. Rather it
should be thought of as a conjecture motivated by the following:

2. Under some reasonable assumptions — the same that appear when trying to justify
the Ryu-Takayanagi prescription — this object implements the replica trick approach
to computing entanglement entropy.
It may seem daunting to compute a trace in an infinite-dimensional representation.
Following [12, 13], we construct this representation as the Hilbert space of an auxiliary
quantum-mechanical system described by the path integral of a field U that lives on the
Wilson line and couples to the bulk gauge connections A, Ā. In an appropriate classical
limit the on-shell action of U computes the Wilson line and the problem reduces to solving
its classical equations of motion. It turns out as the bulk gauge connections are flat, this
can be done explicitly and the on-shell action can be algebraically related to data defining
the bulk geometry.
An important consistency check on this formula is that when the curve C is a closed
loop enclosing, for example, a black hole horizon equation (1.1) should compute the thermal entropy of the black hole. We check this, finding consistency with previous results
in the literature (although these results themselves are not free from controversy, as we
will discuss).
1.2

Summary of paper

Here we present a brief summary of the paper. The first half of this paper deals with
ordinary spin-2 gravity on AdS3 , written in the SL(2, R) Chern-Simons representation. In
section 2 we introduce the Wilson line that is our focus and develop the technology to
evaluate an infinite-dimensional trace using an auxiliary field U (s). We discuss the connection between this Wilson line and an ordinary massive particle probe. We show that
the bulk geodesic equation (with respect to a metric formulation of the theory) makes a
somewhat unexpected appearance and can be used to show that this Wilson line computes proper distances. In section 3 we review the connection between this probe and
entanglement entropy, arguing that it implements the replica trick approach to computing
entanglement entropy. We also develop some tools for computing this Wilson line using
algebraic techniques involving SL(2, R) gauge invariance, reproducing known results from
2d CFT without requiring the solution of any differential equations. We note that these
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1. This is the natural generalization of the idea of a proper distance in a sense that we
expound upon at length.

2

Massive probes and Wilson lines in AdS3 gravity

Our goal in this section is to write down a version of the Ryu-Takayanagi formula using
language that is natural to the Chern-Simons formulation of 3d gravity. It seems clear that
the relevant construction should have something to do with bulk Wilson lines as we will
justify appropriately.
The derivations carried out in this section are not novel, even in the context of 3d
gravity [11]. For instance, [12–16] discuss in some depth how to interpret the Wilson
loop operator as the effective action of a massive probe. Our aim here is to review these
derivations and recast them without reference to local (metric-like) fields. This will allow
us to give a different derivation of a geodesic distance which makes it possible to compute
entanglement entropy in theories where the Ryu-Takayanagi proposal is not applicable.
2.1

AdS3 gravity as a Chern-Simons theory

We start by reviewing some aspects of 3d gravity. It is well known that 3d general relativity
has no propagating degrees of freedom: from the bulk point of view it is purely topological
and so can be cast as a Chern-Simons theory [17, 18]. We will be interested in the case
of AdS3 gravity, where the relevant Chern-Simons gauge group is G = SO(2, 2). The
Einstein-Hilbert action can be written as
SEH [e, ω] = SCS [A]


Z
k
2
=
Tr A ∧ dA + A ∧ A ∧ A ,
4π M
3

(2.1)

with A ∈ so(2, 2). Here k is the level of the Chern-Simons theory, and M is a 3-manifold
with topology R × D2 or R1,2 . The relation to the conventional gravitational vielbein and
spin connection is
Ai = eai Pa + ωia Ma ,
(2.2)
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first three sections make no reference to higher spin gravity but may still be of interest for
their own sake, demonstrating a new way to think about the Ryu-Takayanagi formula.
In section 4 we finally turn to higher spin gravity, written as a SL(3, R) Chern-Simons
theory. We show that the Wilson line construction generalizes naturally to higher spin
gravity, with some new free parameters which we fix by appealing to the replica trick. In
section 5 we evaluate closed Wilson loops around black hole horizons and demonstrate that
they compute black hole entropy. In section 6 we evaluate the entanglement entropy of
an open interval in various higher spin backgrounds. While for the most part our results
are sensible, we encounter some peculiarities in the case of a non-unitary RG flow. We
conclude with a summary of important results and a list of future directions in section 7.
While this work was in progress we came to know of [10], which also studies the
relation between Wilson lines and entanglement entropy in higher spin theories of gravity.
Though our initial starting point is quite different, our results for open Wilson lines, in
the limit where the end points are at the boundary, are in agreement with the expressions
presented in [10].

where Ma are Lorentz generators and Pa are translations in so(2, 2). Under an infinitesimal
gauge transformation Λ = ρa Pa + τ a Ma we have
δAi = ∂i Λ + [Ai , Λ] ,

(2.3)

which gives the transformation laws
δeai = ∂i ρa + abc ei b τc + abc ωi b ρc ,
1
δωia = ∂i τ a + abc ωi b τc + 2 abc ei b ρc .
`

(2.4)

with Ja± = 12 (Ma ± `Pa ). Here ` is the AdS radius, and Newton’s constant is related to the
Chern-Simons level via
`
k=
.
(2.6)
4G3
We will denote the generators of sl(2, R) simply as Ja . After performing this decomposition
the action can be written
SEH = SCS [A] − SCS [Ā] ,
(2.7)
where the trace operation used in defining the Chern-Simons form is now the usual bilinear
form on the sl(2, R) Lie algebra. We will usually set the AdS radius ` = 1. The metric can
be recovered as
gµν = 2trf (eµ eν ) ,
(2.8)
where we are taking the trace in the fundamental representation. Further details of our
conventions can be found in appendix A.
2.2

Wilson line and a massive point particle

In this subsection we will revisit the physical interpretation of Wilson lines in AdS3 gravity.
To that end, we start by introducing the Wilson line operator:


Z
WR (C) = trR P exp
A .
(2.9)
C

Here R is a representation of the gauge group G, and C is a curve on M. In particular, if
the path C is closed, the Wilson loop is invariant under
A → A0 = Λ−1 AΛ + Λ−1 dΛ ,

(2.10)

with Λ a globally defined gauge parameter. In our particular application we have G =
SL(2, R) × SL(2, R), but much of our discussion will be more general.
Our goal is to construct via a Wilson line a probe of the geometry that achieves the
same goal as a geodesic, in that the probe will report back a number which is the proper
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It will be convenient to write the gauge group SO(2, 2) as SL(2, R) × SL(2, R). The
flat connection A can then be decomposed as two pairs of connections




1 a +
1 a −
a
a
A = ω + e Ja , Ā = ω − e Ja ,
(2.5)
`
`

J1 |hi = 0 ,

J0 |hi = h|hi .

(2.11)

There is an infinite tower of descendants found by acting with the raising operator |h, ni ∼
(J−1 )n |hi: these form an irreducible, unitary, and infinite-dimensional representation of
SL(2, R).3 They can be conveniently labeled by the value of the quadratic Casimir of
the algebra,
C2 = 2J0 (J0 − 1) − 2J−1 J1
= 2J02 − (J−1 J1 + J1 J−1 ) ,

(2.12)

which commutes with all the elements of the algebra and thus is a constant on the representation. We may evaluate it on the highest-weight state to find C2 = 2h(h − 1). This
number, or equivalently the energy h of the highest-weight state, is a parameter that labels
the representation.
We claim that the choice of representation for a Wilson line that naturally corresponds
to a massive particle moving in the AdS3 bulk is the infinite-dimensional highest-weight
representation of SL(2, R)×SL(2, R), characterized by (h, h̄). In the context of AdS3 /CFT2
this seems particularly transparent: clearly (h, h̄) correspond to the conformal dimensions
3

There are of course additional infinite dimensional representation of SL(2, R), and it might be interesting
to understand their physical interpretation in the present context. For the purposes of our discussion it is
sufficient to just consider the highest-weight representation.
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distance in the bulk, but will do so using the gauge connections A and Ā rather than the
bulk metric itself. A geodesic can be understood as the trajectory followed by a dynamical
massive point particle in the 3d bulk. Thus our question is essentially equivalent to asking:
how does one couple a massive particle to 3d gravity in the Chern-Simons formulation? This
problem has been studied extensively in the context of asymptotically flat 3d gravity [12,
13], and in this section we will essentially rephrase much of that discussion in the context
of AdS3 gravity.
Besides the choice of curve C, the Wilson line depends on the representation R. We
seek a representation that carries the data of a massive particle in AdS3 . One thought
might be to use a familiar finite-dimensional representation, say the fundamental or adjoint
of SL(2, R). This cannot be entirely correct. A massive particle moving in the bulk is
characterized by (at least) two numbers, its mass m and spin s. While in a quantum
theory there may be some quantization condition on the mass or spin, in some classical
limit they should be continuously tunable. This choice of parameter will clearly affect the
backreaction on the geometry and thus should be encoded in our choice of representation;
however, in ordinary finite-dimensional representations there is no natural place for these
numbers to sit. Furthermore, and perhaps more fundamentally, there are no unitary finitedimensional representations of SL(2, R), suggesting that in a fully quantum theory this can
not be the correct choice.
The natural unitary representations for the massive probe are infinite-dimensional.
Consider then the highest-weight representation of SL(2, R), defined in the standard way
via a highest-weight state |hi which satisfies

and in general we will decompose the action S(U ; A)C as
S(U ; A)C = S(U )C,free + S(U ; A)C,int .

(2.14)

The action S(U )C,free has G as a global symmetry; S(U, A)C,int will promote this global
symmetry to a gauge symmetry along the worldline by using the pullback of the bulk gauge
fields to the worldline.
We have expressed (2.13) as a Euclidean path integral, where S(U ; A)C is real, and
hence the contribution of WR (C) to the full Chern-Simons path integral is exponentially
suppressed. This will be convenient for later purposes, since we will see that the contributions to the path integral that are relevant for evaluating gravitational entropy (a la [22])
will come from solutions to the Euclidean equations of motion; in some sense they are the
analog of instanton effects in quantum mechanics. In the Lorentzian theory there would
be a factor of “i” in (2.13).
We emphasize that our construction of an effective action will not be unique, in the
sense that there are many choices of probes and effective actions that we could attach to
them. But this should not affect the evaluation of (2.13); the Wilson loop should only be
sensitive to choices of R and C.
2.3

Constructing a topological probe

In this section we will implement the logic of the previous section and construct a version
of the probe U .4 We will devise an explicit system with the appropriate global symmetry
and then we will couple it to the external gauge fields.
4

See appendix D for a summary of the construction done in [11–13] which uses a more geometrical
implementation.
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of the dual CFT operator. In this notation h + h̄ is related to the bulk mass and h − h̄
determines the bulk spin; the usual dictionary in AdS/CFT.
We now turn to the issue of how to work with such an infinite-dimensional representation. This can be done following [12]. Note first that infinite-dimensional representations
of symmetry algebras are common in physics: they are the Hilbert spaces of quantum
mechanical systems. We will generate the states by constructing an auxiliary quantum
mechanical system that lives on the Wilson line. This auxiliary system can be constructed
as a path integral over some fields U which have a global symmetry group G: we will
pick the dynamics of U so that upon quantization the Hilbert space of the system will be
precisely the representation R that we want. Now the global symmetries of this system will
be coupled to the external gauge fields A in the obvious way. The trace over R can then be
taken to be the usual trace over the Hilbert space; in particular, for a closed Wilson loop
WR (C) is nothing more than the partition function of the quantum mechanical system,
where A can now be identified as a contribution to an evolution operator around C.
To be slightly more concrete, we can replace the trace over the Hilbert space by the
appropriate path integral. So we have
Z
WR (C) = DU exp[−S(U ; A)C ] ,
(2.13)

Take U to live in the group manifold SL(2, R). An appropriate system is described by
the following first-order action [19]:
 


Z

−1 dU
2
S(U, P )free =
ds Tr P U
+ λ(s) Tr(P ) − c2
.
(2.15)
ds
C

Tr(P 2 ) = Pa Pb δ ab = 2P02 − (P−1 P1 + P1 P−1 ) .

(2.16)

This action has a global symmetry group SL(2, R) × SL(2, R), where the two copies of
SL(2, R) act from the left and the right on U :
U (s) → LU (s)R ,

P → R−1 P (s)R ,

L, R ∈ SL(2, R) .

(2.17)

Since P transforms only under R it is actually a “right” momentum PR ; we will often omit
the subscript R for brevity, i.e. PR ≡ P . The system could also have been formulated
in terms of a “left” momentum PL if the initial kinetic term had been instead written

−1 P . In the current formulation P is related to P as P = U P U −1 . P and
Tr dU
L
L
R
L
R
L
ds U
PR are both conserved quantities which arise as Noether currents associated with the left
and right global symmetries.
The equations of motion are
U −1

dU
+ 2λP = 0 ,
ds

dP
= 0,
ds

Tr P 2 = c2 .

(2.18)

The canonical structure of this system is slightly non-standard due to the nontrivial kinetic
term. The Poisson brackets are
{Pa , Pb } = abc P c ,

{Pa , Uij } = (U Ja )ij ,

(2.19)

where we have written the components of P in a basis for the Lie algebra, P = Pa J a .
As claimed, P generates SL(2, R) operations on U from the right. These brackets can
be derived using standard techniques [20]: a quick way to understand them is to note
that with this choice of bracket the equations of motion (2.18) are canonical if we use the
Hamiltonian associated with (2.15):
d i
ξ = {H, ξ i }
ds

H = −λ Tr P 2 ,

(2.20)

where ξ i here denotes either P or U .
5

We emphasize that ‘Tr’ is not the matrix trace; we will use the symbol ‘trR ’ to denote traces over a
matrix representation R.
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P is a canonical momentum conjugate to U , and lives in the Lie algebra sl(2, R). The
variable s parametrizes the curve C; for concreteness, we take s ∈ [0, sf ]. λ(s) is a Lagrange
multiplier that constrains the norm of P , and c2 will turn out to be the value of the Casimir
characterizing the representation. Here we use ‘Tr’ as a short cut for a contraction using
the Lie algebra metric δab , i.e. for P = Pa J a we have5

We will not carefully quantize this system, referring the reader to [19] for details. We
simply state that the resulting Hilbert space is the appropriate highest-weight representation of SL(2, R) × SL(2, R). PR and PL generate the symmetries of the system. The value
of the Casimir on each representation is simply given by
Tr(PR2 ) = Tr(PL2 ) = c2 .

(2.21)

Following the notation of (2.11)–(2.12) we have h̄ = h and
c2 = 2h(h − 1) .

(2.22)

These gauge transformations have a natural action on the worldline field U (s) through the
bulk path xµ (s). Indeed, if we introduce the following covariant derivative
Ds U =

d
U + As U − U Ās ,
ds

As ≡ Aµ

dxµ
,
ds

(2.24)

then the global symmetry (2.17) can be promoted to a local gauge symmetry:
U (s) → L(xµ (s))U R(xµ (s)) .

(2.25)

Under such a transformation the covariant derivative transforms homogeneously
Ds U → L(xµ (s))(Ds U )R(xµ (s)) ,

(2.26)

and so the following action is invariant under the gauge symmetry given by the combined
transformation (2.25) and (2.23):
Z


S(U, P ; A)C =
ds Tr P U −1 Ds U + λ(s) Tr(P 2 ) − c2 .
(2.27)
C

This action is one of our main results. If the curve xµ (s) forms a closed loop, then path
integration over the fields6 U and P generates the trace over R and computes the Wilson
loop, i.e.

 Z
I
WR (C) ≡ trR P exp

A

=

[DU DP ] exp[−S(U, P ; A)C ] .

(2.28)

C

If on the other hand we want to evaluate an open-ended Wilson line, then this expression
can be viewed as computing a transition amplitude between an initial and final state, i.e
Z
Z
WR (Cij ) ≡ hj|P exp
A|ii = [DU DP ] exp[−S(U, P ; A)Cij ] ,
(2.29)
Cij
6

Of course one must also impose the constraint imposed by integrating out λ, though we suppress this
dependence for aesthetic reasons.
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We now couple the system to the external gauge fields by promoting (2.17) to a local
gauge invariance along the worldline. Recall that the Wilson line follows a path xµ (s)
through an ambient bulk space equipped with connections (A, Ā). The bulk is invariant
under local gauge symmetries of the form

Aµ → L(x) (Aµ + ∂µ ) L−1 (x) , Āµ → R−1 (x) Āµ + ∂µ R(x) .
(2.23)

where Cij is an open path and the data specifying |ii and |ji is contained in appropriate
boundary conditions on U (s) at the end points of the path. There is a specific choice of
boundary conditions that computes entanglement entropy, which is:
U (s = 0) ≡ Ui = 1 ,

U (s = sf ) ≡ Uf = 1 ,

(2.30)

2.4

The geodesic equation

As we have argued, this system should be equivalent to that of a massive particle moving in
an AdS3 bulk. We now demonstrate one way to see this equivalence and make contact with
metric-like fields: in particular we will see that the usual geodesic equation with respect
to the metric-like fields makes a somewhat surprising appearance. The background gauge
connections (A, Ā) are fixed and determine some bulk geometry. Consider for example
computing an open-ended Wilson line denoted by xµ (s): for convenience we take s ∈ [0, sf ],
and the two endpoints are fixed at x(s = 0) = xi and x(s = sf ) = xf . Note that as the
bulk connections are flat the final answer cannot depend on the actual trajectory taken by
the Wilson line (provided it does not wind around a black hole in the bulk), but rather
only on its endpoints. There are also boundary conditions on the probe U (s), which we
will discuss along the way.
For the purpose of deriving the geodesic equation it is convenient to eliminate λ and P
from the action (2.27). Using their classical equations of motion, we find the second order
action
Z
q
√
S(U ; A, Ā)C = c2
ds Tr (U −1 Ds U )2 .
(2.31)
C

Note that in this form the action is essentially that of a gauged sigma model. The equations
of motion given by varying (2.31) with respect to U are


d
dxµ
dxµ dxν
u
(A − Ā)µ
+ [Āµ , Auν ]
=0.
(2.32)
ds
ds
ds ds
Here we have made use of the gauge freedom given by reparametrizations of the wordline
parameterq
s. In particular we picked s to be the ‘proper distance’ of the probe, i.e the

integrand Tr (U −1 Ds U )2 is independent of s, which is equivalent to the choice of λ being
a constant.
The actual dependence on U (s) in (2.32) is in the definition of Au :
Aus ≡ U −1

d
U + U −1 As U .
ds
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i.e. the identity element of the group at both ends. We will justify this boundary condition
in section 3.1.
In practice we will actually compute this path integral by saddle point, finding a
classical solution to U (s) that satisfies the appropriate boundary conditions. We will refer
to U as a topological probe. Note that the dependence on the bulk geometry enters indirectly
through the connections A, Ā in the gauge-covariant coupling (2.24). A key property of this
reformulation is that there is no direct reference to metric-like fields, and we will heavily
exploit this feature in the following sections.

We pause to discuss the interpretation of this equation. It appears to be a differential
equation for the path that the Wilson line takes in the bulk. Of course the choice of path
is arbitrary: however this equation tells us that only if the path satisfies this particular
differential equation will the condition U (s) = 1 be a solution to the bulk equations of
motion. For a different choice of bulk path U (s) will necessarily vary along the trajectory,
but the final on-shell action will be the same.
As it turns out (2.34) is actually very familiar. Expressing the connections in terms of
the vielbein and spin connection using (2.5), and further using ωµa abc = ωµc b , we find
d
ds



dx
eµa

µ

ds



+ ωµab eνb

dxµ dxν
=0.
ds ds

(2.35)

This is precisely the geodesic equation for the curve xµ (s) on a spacetime with vielbein ea
and spin connection ωµab . It is equivalent to the more familiar form involving the Christoffel
symbols, as can be shown explicitly by relating them to the spin connection and vielbein
(see e.g. appendix J of [21]).
Furthermore, on-shell the action (2.31) for U = 1 reduces to
SC

s

dxµ dxν
= c2
ds Tr (A − Ā)µ (A − Ā)ν
ds ds
C
r
Z
√
dxµ dxν
= 2c2
ds gµν (x)
,
ds ds
C
√

Z





(2.36)

√
which is manifestly the proper distance along the geodesic. Note that the prefactor c2
indicates that the value of the Casimir controls the bulk mass of the probe, as we alluded
to previously.
We have shown that the calculation is simple for a particular choice of bulk path for
the Wilson line. However by the flatness of the bulk connections the final result (2.36)
must hold for any path, provided that path can be continuously deformed to a geodesic
as illustrated in figure 2. Thus, in the classical limit, we find that the value of the Wilson
line between any two points is

√
WR (xi , xf ) ∼ exp − 2c2 L(xi , xf ) ,
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In these equations Aµ is always contracted with the tangent vector along the path, and so
As is the only component which matters.
For reasonable choices of A, Ā, these equations of motion are very nontrivial, and their
precise form depends strongly on the choice of path xµ (s). However from the perspective of
the equation of motion, U acts like a gauge transformation on the connection A. So it seems
that a perfectly good ansatz is to look for a solution where the particle does not move in
the auxiliary space, i.e. U (s) = 1; this clearly also satisfies the boundary condition (2.30).
In this case we find


d
dxµ
dxµ dxν
(A − Ā)µ
+ [Āµ , Aν ]
=0.
(2.34)
ds
ds
ds ds

where L(xi , xf ) is the length of the bulk geodesic connecting these two points. Here ‘∼’
denotes the limit c2 large and hence the classical saddle point approximation is valid.
The somewhat unexpected appearance of the bulk geodesic equation is interesting and
(we feel) satisfying: this construction provides a way to obtain geometric data (i.e. a proper
distance) from purely topological data (i.e. the flat bulk connections).

3

Entanglement entropy revisited

We reviewed in the previous section how for infinite dimensional representations WR (C)
can be interpreted as a massive point particle probe of the background solution defined by
the flat connection A, allowing us to compute proper distances along bulk geodesics from
purely Chern-Simons data.
However our ultimate goal is actually to compute entanglement entropies in the field
theory that is dual to this bulk gravity theory. For ordinary Einstein gravity, the holographic entanglement entropy prescription of Ryu and Takayanagi states that these two
quantities — the lengths of bulk geodesics ending on the boundary, and field-theoretical
entanglement entropies — are precisely the same. The recent work [22] has put this statement on a somewhat firmer footing. In this section we will first recast the arguments of [22]
in a language appropriate to the Chern-Simons description of gravity. These arguments
will generalize to higher spin theories.
In later parts of this section we further evaluate these Wilson lines using algebraic
techniques that rely only on the flatness of the bulk connection. In this way we re-derive
standard results from entanglement and thermal entropies in 2d CFTs; again these techniques will also generalize easily to higher spin theories.
3.1

Conical singularities and bulk Wilson lines

We begin by reminding ourselves of the replica trick approach to computing entanglement
entropy [2, 3]. Consider an interval X in a (1 + 1)d quantum field theory in some general
state characterized by a density matrix ρ. We may construct the reduced density matrix
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Figure 2. The final on-shell action does not depend on the actual bulk path taken, which can be
arbitrarily complicated: however the calculation simplifies if it is taken to be a bulk geodesic, as in
the dashed line.

characterizing degrees of freedom in X by tracing out all degrees of freedom not in X, i.e.
ρX = TrX ρ. The entanglement entropy of the region X is then the von Neumann entropy
associated with ρX :
SEE = − Tr(ρX log ρX ) .
(3.1)
The replica trick provides a way to compute this quantity, which we briefly review. We
first consider only those ρ which can be obtained from a Euclidean path integral (examples
of such states are the vacuum, the finite-temperature state, and states that are obtained
from the vacuum by deforming the CFT by an operator such as a chemical potential).
Now (3.1) can be obtained as follows:
n→1

S (n) ≡

1
log Tr ρnX ,
1−n

(3.2)

where the S (n) are called the n-th Renyi entropies. It is easier to compute the Renyi
entropies for integer n: consider taking n copies of the field theory each defined on a surface
with a cut along X. We now sew these surfaces together in a cyclic fashion to form an nsheeted surface called Rn . As is described in detail in e.g. [3], the topology of this surface is
such that performing the path integral on Rn computes the appropriate traces to evaluate
S (n) . Analytically continuing the answer to n → 1 we find the entanglement entropy.
For field theories with gravity duals this is a completely well-posed problem in classical
geometry: simply find the bulk AdS3 geometry which asymptotes to the appropriate Rn
and compute its action. Let us attempt to understand what data characterizes the bulk
solution in the limit that n → 1. Take Rn and examine one of the endpoints of X, denoting
it x0 . It is clear that we must move around x0 n times to return to the same starting point,
and thus the opening angle around x0 is 2πn. Take θ to be an angular coordinate wrapping
around x0 ; if we take θ to have periodicity 2π, then the interior geometry as a function
of θ will have an apparent conical deficit of 2π(1 − n1 ). It is argued in [22] that when the
field theory has a gravity dual, this information is enough to usefully characterize the dual
bulk geometry and compute its action. Essentially we take the n → 1 limit and extend
the conical singularity into the bulk: Einstein’s equations force this to be done in a unique
way that fixes the action of the resulting geometry.
We will now demonstrate those arguments in the Chern-Simons formalism. The required conical singularity in the bulk will be produced by the backreaction of a Wilson line
connecting the endpoints of the boundary interval X through the bulk. The strength of
the backreaction of the Wilson line is controlled by the quadratic Casimir c2 , and we will
find a relation between c2 and the deficit angle. To solve for this backreaction, we vary the
total Euclidean action
S = iSCS [A] − iSCS [Ā] + S(U ; A, Ā)C
with respect to A and Ā; we find the following equations of motion:
Z
ik
dxρ
Fµν (x) = − ds
µνρ δ (3) (x − x(s))U −1 P U ,
2π
ds
Z
ik
dxρ
F µν (x) = − ds
µνρ δ (3) (x − x(s))P .
2π
ds
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SEE = lim S (n) ,

This states that each Wilson line carries a bundle of SL(2, R) flux parametrized by P .
Given a specific trajectory for the Wilson line these equations can be explicitly solved.
For illustrative purposes we consider pure AdS3 in Poincare coordinates and a Wilson line
hanging straight down from the boundary at x0 , which we take to be the origin of field
theory coordinates, as in figure 3. As this trajectory is a bulk geodesic a solution for the
Wilson line variables is
√
ρ(s) = s ,
U (s) = 1 ,
P (s) = 2c2 J0 .
(3.5)
The solution to (3.4) that is sourced by this Wilson line, and is asymptotically AdS3 in
Poincare coordinates, is given by:
A = Lasource L−1 + LdL−1 ,

L = e−ρJ0 e−J1 z ,

Ā = R−1 asource R + R−1 dR ,

R = e−J−1 z̄ e−ρJ0 ,

(3.6)

where the gauge transforms L, R generate the asymptotics, whereas the coupling to the
source is taken into account by
r


c2 1 dz dz̄
asource =
−
J0 .
(3.7)
2 k z
z̄


With the help of the identities ∂ z̄1 = ∂¯ z1 = πδ (2) (z, z̄),7 one can verify explicitly
that these connections satisfy (3.4), i.e. they are flat everywhere except for a well-defined
singularity where the Wilson line sources them.
Now constructing the metric using (2.8) we find
!
√
2
2c
2
ds2 = dρ2 + e2ρ dr2 + r2
− 1 dθ2 ,
(3.8)
k
7

We are using conventions where z = itE + φ and z̄ = −itE + φ, and d2 z ≡ dtE dφ. Hence δ (2) (z, z̄) =
δ(tE )δ(φ). It is also helpful to remember that the epsilon tensor in complex coordinates is imaginary,
ρzz̄ = 2i .
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Figure 3. Wilson line backreacts on bulk gauge connections, creating a nontrivial holonomy which
can be interpreted as a conical singularity.

1
1
1 √
c
log Tr ρnX = lim
log(WR (C)) = − lim
2c2 LC = LC ,
n→1
n→1
1−n
1−n
1−n
6
(3.10)
Operationally, performing these series of steps is equivalent to stating that the entanglement
entropy is equal to the on-shell Wilson line action if we make the substitution
SEE = lim

n→1

√
c
2c2 → ,
6

(3.11)

in the final answer. This automatically takes care of the n-dependence, and we will simply
do this from now on, but it should be kept in mind that the motivation for this procedure
is actually the reasoning above.
We may then simply write the entanglement entropy as
SEE = − log (WR (C)) ,

(3.12)

together with (3.11). Finally, recall that in the previous section we have actually shown that
LC is the proper distance separating the two boundary points; using the Brown-Henneaux
3
relation [23], c = 2G
, we see that the entanglement entropy is
3
SEE =

LC
.
4G3

(3.13)

Thus in the case of ordinary Einstein gravity on AdS3 (3.12) is precisely equivalent to the
usual Ryu-Takayanagi formula, simply written in terms of the Chern-Simons description
of AdS3 gravity. Before moving on, we make a few comments:
1. In a metric treatment of the theory the appearance of a minimal distance may be
attributed to the fact that the required conical singularity is created by a massive
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where we have switched to polar coordinates (r, θ) on each constant ρ slice; i.e. z ≡ reiθ .
We see that this is precisely the metric for AdS3 in Poincare coordinates with a conical singularity surrounding the Wilson line. Demanding the deficit angle to be 2π
n and expanding
in n − 1 we find:
√
c
2c2 = k(n − 1) = (n − 1) ,
(3.9)
6
where in the last equality we have related the bulk Chern-Simons level to the boundary
theory central charge (c = 6k). This is the desired relation between the Casimir characterizing the representation and the conical deficit. Note that the Casimir must scale like
the central charge; from a bulk point of view this is because the central charge controls
Newton’s constant, and so to create a sizable deficit we require a very heavy probe in the
limit that bulk gravity is weak.
To use this to compute the entanglement entropy, we now evaluate the bulk action
and take the n → 1 limit. The portion of this action that depends on the interval X is the
action of the Wilson line source itself. As demonstrated above, in the semiclassical limit
we always find that this on-shell Wilson line takes the form WR (C) ∼ exp(Son−shell (C)) ∼

√
exp − 2c2 LC , where LC does not depend on c2 . Thus the n dependence in this limit
factors out, and the entanglement entropy is

bulk worldline. The requirement that bulk stress-energy be conserved in its presence
is equivalent to the bulk geodesic equation and forces this trajectory to be a minimal
surface. In the Chern-Simons treatment the actual bulk trajectory that the Wilson
line takes does not matter: nevertheless demanding that the Wilson line variable
U (s) satisfy its own equations of motion appears to enforce an equivalent condition
which results in the same answer for the on-shell action.

i.e. this difference of connections does not generically vanish along the Wilson line. In
a metric formulation of the theory, the difference between F and F is torsion. For the
purpose of computing gravitational entropy (and entanglement) we are demanding
that the bulk Wilson line is sourcing only curvature and not torsion. There are a
couple of ways to ensure this. We could demand that U (s) = 1 everywhere; for
SL(2, R) this is compatible with the equations of motion, however we will see that it
is too strong (and unnecessary) for future generalizations.8 Instead notice that we
do have
U F U −1 − F = 0 .
(3.15)
In this expression U is acting on F as a gauge transformation. Hence if U can be
removed via a trivial gauge transformation of F —i.e a gauge transformation which
does not affect the background state— there will be a frame where the probe is not
generating torsion.
For the purpose of computing entanglement entropy, we are seeking boundary conditions that are invariant under local Lorentz rotations at the boundary, which in the
parametrization (2.23) are the subgroup of SL(2, R) × SL(2, R) with
L = R−1 .

(3.16)

Requiring that U (0) = U (sf ) = 1 at the end points assures Lorentz invariance at
the boundary (actually it is the unique choice). Further, if U (s) acts trivially at the
boundary we are guaranteed as well that U can be completed in the interior as a
function of s that won’t change the state described by F .
It should already be evident that the form (3.12) will easily generalize to higher spin
theories of gravity, and we will explore this in detail in later sections. Before doing this,
we develop some alternative techniques for evaluating (3.12).
3.2

The entanglement entropy of an open interval

In this section we calculate the entanglement entropy of an open interval, i.e. we compute
WR (C) with C ending on the AdS boundary at two points defining an interval of length
8

This condition can be weakened somewhat by requiring that U commutes with P .
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2. In the following sections we will use the boundary conditions U (0) = U (sf ) = 1. To
shed some light on this condition, note from (3.4) that if U (s) 6= 1, then we have

F − F ∼ U −1 P U − P δ (2) (x − x(s)) ,
(3.14)

L. As described in section 2.4, one way to do this is to take C to follow a bulk geodesic,
in which case we obtain the proper length. In this section we will present an alternative
route to this result that follows from using the SL(2, R) gauge invariance.
We will work in this section with the action in the first-order formulation (2.27)
Z


S(U, P ; A, Ā)C = ds Tr P U −1 Ds U + λ(s) Tr(P 2 ) − c2 ,
(3.17)
where the covariant derivative Ds is given by (2.24). The equations of motion reduce to
d
P + [Ās , P ] = 0
ds

(3.18)

in addition to the constraints Tr(P 2 ) = c2 . It is straightforward to show that these equations are equivalent to the second-order formulation (2.32). On-shell, the action can easily
be computed by acting with P on the the left-hand side of the first equation of (3.18) and
taking a trace:
Z

Son−shell =
ds Tr P U −1 Ds U
C
Z
= −2c2
dsλ(s) .
(3.19)
C

Thus to determine the on-shell action, we need to compute the on-shell value of λ(s).
We will compute this in various bulk spacetimes with different connections A, Ā. We
first consider empty AdS3 . The connection describing AdS3 in Poincare coordinates is
A = eρ J1 dx+ + J0 dρ ,

Ā = −eρ J−1 dx− − J0 dρ ,

(3.20)

where x± = t ± φ and ρ is the radial direction. We would like to consider the Wilson line
with the following boundary conditions on the spacetime coordinates:
ρ(s = sf ) = ρ(s = 0) ≡ ρ0 ,

φ(s = sf ) − φ(s = 0) ≡ ∆φ ,

(3.21)

while t is fixed. Here s is the parameter along the path, varying from s = 0 to s = sf .
This is all we need to specify about the curve; it will be clear from the construction that
it is irrelevant if the path (x± (s), ρ(s)) is a geodesic or not.
There are probably many ways to construct this solution — one route was already
outlined in section 2.4. Here we will take a different route; we will solve the system with
a trick which will exploit the topological nature of the system. In general the difficulty
in solving (3.18) comes from the fact that A, Ā are nontrivial. Thus consider first solving
the problem in an empty gauge, i.e. the solution in an unphysical “nothingness” spacetime
with A = Ā = 0. The solution to this problem is immediate: denoting it by U0 (s) and P0 ,
we have
dα
U0 (s) = u0 exp (−2α(s)P0 ) ,
= λ,
(3.22)
ds
with P0 and u0 constant elements and Tr(P02 ) = c2 . Thus all solutions are labeled by an
element of the group, the starting point u0 , and an element of the algebra, the momentum P0 .
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U −1 Ds U + 2λP = 0 ,

However the bulk equations of motion guarantee that the bulk connections are flat:
thus every solution is locally a gauge transform of the “nothingness” solution A = 0. For
the case of Poincare AdS3 we have
A = LdL−1 ,

+

L = e−ρJ0 e−J1 x ,

Ā = R−1 dR ,

−

R = e−J−1 x e−ρJ0 .

(3.23)

To find a solution to the equations on an AdS3 background we can simply take the appropriate gauge transform of the “nothingness” solution. A solution to (3.18) with connections (3.23) is related to the “nothingness” in (3.22) via
(3.24)

where x(s) is understood to be the path of the Wilson line. This constitutes a general solution to the system. Further, with this parametrization the on-shell action (3.19) becomes
Z sf
Son−shell = −2c2
dsλ(s) = −2c2 ∆α ,
(3.25)
0

where ∆α ≡ α(sf ) − α(0). All we need to do is correctly choose u0 and P0 to satisfy
the boundary conditions (3.21), which as well will constrain the boundary values of α(s).
This makes evident that only the topology of the curve xµ (s) is relevant, the path is not
necessarily a geodesic.
Next, we need to specify boundary conditions on the field U (s) and the natural choice
is to impose Dirichlet boundary conditions on the interval [0, sf ]. Evaluating U (s = 0) ≡ Ui
we find
e−ρ0 J0 e−φ(0)J1 u0 e−2α(0)P0 eφ(0)J−1 e−ρ0 J0 = Ui ,
(3.26)
and for U (s = sf ) ≡ Uf we have
e−ρ0 J0 e−φ(sf )J1 u0 e−2α(sf )P0 eφ(sf )J−1 e−ρ0 J0 = Uf .

(3.27)

Solving for u0 in (3.26) and replacing it in (3.27) gives
exp (−2∆αP0 ) = eφ(0)J−1 eρ0 J0 Ui eρ0 J0

−1


e−∆φJ1 eρ0 J0 Uf eρ0 J0 e−φ(sf )J−1 .

(3.28)

This equation determines ∆α and P0 as a function of the boundary conditions of the
curve (3.21) and of the probe Ui,f . As argued for in (3.14)–(3.16), we will specialize to the
boundary conditions
Ui = Uf = 1 .
(3.29)
We now need to solve explicitly for ∆α and determine the on-shell action. Since
equation (3.28) is independent of the representation of the generators, the simplest way to
extract ∆α is by choosing a matrix representation and taking the trace of (3.28). For sake
of simplicity, we use the fundamental representation of SL(2, R); this gives
h
i
trf exp (2∆αP0 ) = trf e−2ρ0 J0 e−∆φJ1 e2ρ0 J0 e∆φJ−1 .
(3.30)
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P (s) = R−1 (x(s))P0 R(x(s)) ,

U (s) = L(x(s))U0 (s)R(x(s)) ,

Note that we have trf P02 = c2 and trf P0 = 0, implying that the eigenvalues of P0 in the
p
fundamental representation are ± c22 and thus that the trace of the left-hand side is
√ 
trf (exp(2∆αP0 )) = 2 cosh ∆α 2c2 .
(3.31)

We emphasize that this expression for ∆α is independent of the representation; for instance
it is straight forward to check that in the adjoint representation one obtains the same answer
as a function of h. Finally, evaluating (3.25) gives


√
√
e2ρ0 (∆φ)2
−1
Son−shell = 2c2 cosh
1+
∼ 2 2c2 log(eρ0 ∆φ) ,
(3.33)
2
where in the last inequality we have assumed that eρ0 ∆φ  1. Recall that in the
parametrization of the path (3.21) ∆φ directly measures the length of the interval, and
thus we are assuming that the length of the interval is large in units of the UV cutoff
p
c
 ≡ e−ρ0 . Further making the substitution c22 = 12
from (3.11) we find


c
∆φ
SEE = log
.
(3.34)
3

This is of course the celebrated result from CFT2 and is also the same answer that one
finds from solving the bulk geodesic equation. However, this construction does not require
the solution of any differential equations and follows from purely algebraic operations.
Note that the key fact used in this derivation is simply that the bulk connections are
flat. Hence the method allows immediate generalization to any solution of AdS3 gravity.
Such solutions can be parametrized as
A = b−1 (a + d)b ,

Ā = b(ā + d)b−1 ,

b ≡ exp(ρJ0 ) .

(3.35)

Here a, ā are flat connections with components in the (t, φ) directions and carry the information of the charges (e.g. mass, angular momentum) of the solution. The gauge
transformation parameter b introduces the radial dependence. For example for the BTZ
black hole we have




2πL
2π L̄
+
a = J1 −
J−1 dx ,
ā = − J−1 −
J1 dx− ,
(3.36)
k
k
where L and L̄ are the left and right-moving zero modes of the stress tensor. Following [34],
we are normalizing the modes using the Chern-Simons level k (2.6). In terms of the mass
and angular momentum of the black hole we have
L=

1
(M − J) ,
4π

L̄ =
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The trace of the right-hand side may be computed explicitly and is 2+e2ρ0 (∆φ)2 . Equating
these expressions we find an expression for ∆α


2ρ0
2
cosh−1 1 + e (∆φ)
2
√
∆α = −
.
(3.32)
2c2

For a general a, ā the generalization of (3.23) is
Z x

±
i
R(x , ρ) = exp
dx āi exp (−ρJ0 ) ,
x0
 Z x

±
i
L(x , ρ) = exp (−ρJ0 ) exp −
dx ai .

(3.38)

x0

−1

exp (−2∆αP0 ) = R(0)Ui−1 L(0) R(sf )Uf−1 L(sf )
.

(3.39)

We can apply this to the background connection (3.36). Following precisely the same steps
as above (i.e. evaluating the trace of both sides of (3.39)) we find, at large ρ0 ,
!
!
r
r

√
e2ρ0 k
2πL
2π L̄
2 cosh 2c2 ∆α ∼ √
sinh
∆φ sinh
∆φ .
(3.40)
k
k
2π LL̄
This results in an entanglement entropy of
SEE

c
= log
6

k
√

1
sinh
2π LL̄ 2

r

!
!!
r
2πL
2π L̄
∆φ sinh
∆φ
,
k
k

(3.41)

where as before we have identified eρ0 with the UV cutoff −1 . This expression corresponds
to an entanglement entropy in a CFT in a thermal state with different values of L and L̄
and so with unequal left and right moving temperatures. This expression was previously
derived in a holographic context in [25]. If these temperatures are set equal,
q i.e. L = L̄,
then using the expression for the temperature of the BTZ black hole β = π
the familiar CFT answer [1, 3]:



c
β
π∆φ
SEE = log
sinh
.
3
π
β
3.3

k
2πL

we find

(3.42)

Loops and thermal entropy

It is also interesting to consider the case of closed curves, i.e. paths of the form xµ (sf ) =
xµ (0). There is a intuitive interpretation of the Wilson loop in this case: as a flat connection A = g −1 dg is transported around a loop, the operator (2.9) measures whether g is a
single valued function or not. In the Chern-Simons language, these are the holonomies of
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Here i runs over the field theory directions, and the integration in the exponents can be
taken along any path connecting an arbitrary reference point x0 to the point where we
evaluate the gauge transform: as the equations of motion require a and ā to be flat the
path taken is not important. We note that if the boundary has a nontrivial topology (e.g. if
the CFT is defined on a cylinder) then generally L and R will not be single-valued around
the nontrivial cycles: this is of course equivalent to the statement that the holonomies of
the bulk connection can be nontrivial. This does not affect our current computation of the
entanglement entropy of a single open interval.
The generalization of (3.28) for the background (3.38) is simply

U (sf ) = U (0) ,

P (sf ) = P (0) .

(3.43)

The construction of the solution to the system with these boundary conditions will
again make use of the “nothingness” trick we used in the previous section. We start by
taking A = Ā = 0; the reference solution is
U0 (s) = u0 exp (−2α(s)P0 ) ,

dα
= λ(s) .
ds

(3.44)

Again u0 and P0 are constants which characterize the initial conditions of the probe. And
as before we can construct the desired solution via a gauge transformation
A = LdL−1 ,

Ā = R−1 dR ,

(3.45)

with L(s) and R(s) are given by (3.38) with the boundary conditions xµ (sf ) = xµ (0). After
the gauge transformation we have
U (s) = L(s)U0 (s)R(s) ,

P (s) = R−1 (s)P0 R(s) ,

(3.46)

where L(s) and R(s) are evaluated along the path xµ (s) of the Wilson loop.
The boundary conditions (3.43) on U (s) imply that


exp (−2∆αP0 ) = u−1
L−1 (sf )L(0) u0 R(0)R−1 (sf ) ,
0

(3.47)

which we view as an equation for ∆α. Notice that
 Z

Z

−1
−1
R(0)R (sf ) = exp − dφ āφ ,
L (sf )L(0) = exp
dφ aφ ,

(3.48)

which are precisely the holonomies of the connection. Using (3.48), we re-write (3.47) as
exp (−2∆αP0 ) = u−1
0 exp (2πaφ ) u0 exp (−2πāφ ) .

(3.49)

Here we limited the discussion to cases where aφ and āφ are constant along the path, and
have simply performed the integral over φ.
Demanding the periodicity of P (s), we find
[P0 , R(sf )R−1 (0)] = 0 .
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the connection and they uniquely characterize gauge inequivalent classical solutions. Depending on the topology of the loop WR (C) can be given a more geometrical interpretation;
e.g. if the loop is a non-contractible cycle, then WR (C) can be thought as quantifying the
size of the cycle. For loops in the infinite dimensional representations WR (C) computes
the proper distance around the horizon, which is of course also the thermal entropy.
The topologies we will consider here are of the form R × D2 , with R the time direction.
The S 1 in the disk is described by φ ∼ φ + 2π and can be either contractible or noncontractible. Our Wilson loop will be evaluated along the S 1 cycle. In contrast to the open
interval case, and in accordance to the topology of the loop, for a closed path the probe
should be smooth and hence periodic, i.e.

This allows us to diagonalize P0 and āφ simultaneously. If we denote by V the matrix that
diagonalizes them, then (3.49) reduces to

exp (−2∆αλP ) = (u0 V )−1 exp (2πaφ ) u0 V exp −2π λ̄φ
(3.51)
where λP and λ̄φ are diagonal matrices whose entries are the eigenvalues of P0 and āφ
respectively. The left-hand side of this equation is a diagonal matrix. Consistency with
the right-hand side requires to choose u0 such that u0 V diagonalizes aφ . With this choice
of u0 we find
− 2∆αλP = 2π(λφ − λ̄φ ) .
(3.52)

hence contracting (3.52) with J0 and using (3.53), we find that the on-shell action (3.25)
gives
r
c2
− log WR (C) = 2π
trf ((λφ − λ̄φ )J0 )
(3.54)
2
If we evaluate this formula for the BTZ solution (3.36) we find
p
√
Sth = − log WR (C) = 2π 2πkL + 2π 2πk L̄ ,
where we used

(3.55)

r

c2
c
k
=
= .
(3.56)
2
12
2
Sth is precisely the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of the BTZ black hole.
At this stage it seems that this derivation of thermal entropy works for any solution
that has a compact spatial cycle: it does not distinguish between a black hole, vacuum AdS
in global coordinates, and conical solutions. In other words, we did not need to impose
any regularity conditions on the solution so it seems as if we are attributing “entropy” to
any classical configuration.
Upon further inspection, this is not the case. For global AdS it is simple to see where
the above derivations break down. The vacuum solutions are characterized by having trivial
holonomies around the φ-cycle [24], hence the combinations in (3.48) are exactly equal to
unity. This implies that in (3.49) we have
exp(−2∆αP0 )AdS = 1 .

(3.57)

P0 is generically not integral since the Casimir of P is related to the mass of the probe.
Therefore the only reasonable solution is to have ∆α = 0, which correctly states that the
vacuum (horizonless) solutions do not carry entropy.
In contrast if we consider conical defect backgrounds, i.e. solutions that geometrically
correspond to having delta function sources at the origin, the situation is different. These
solutions are not smooth in Lorentzian signature, and the key feature that characterizes
them is that the eigenvalues λφ and λ̄φ are purely imaginary — their holonomies are elliptic
whereas the black hole has parabolic holonomies. The resulting on-shell action (3.54) would
be purely imaginary.
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There are several ways to extract from here ∆α. The simplest is to pick a representation;
using the fundamental representation we find
√
trf (λP J0 ) = 2c2 ,
(3.53)

4

Massive probes in SL(3, R) higher spin gravity

4.1

Brief review of SL(3, R) higher spin gravity

In section 2.1 we reviewed the formulation of ordinary AdS3 Einstein gravity as two copies
of a SL(2, R) Chern-Simons theory. As it is well-known, promoting SL(2, R) to SL(3, R)
results in a convenient representation of a spin-3 theory of gravity [26–29]; see [31] for a
recent review. We will briefly review some relevant aspects here to fix notation.
The action for spin-3 gravity may be written as
SHS = SCS [A] − SCS [Ā] ,
where the Chern-Simons form remains


Z
kcs
2
SCS [A] =
Tr A ∧ dA + A ∧ A ∧ A ,
4π
3

(4.1)

(4.2)

except that now A and Ā are valued in the sl(3, R) Lie algebra. We are denoting the
bulk Chern-Simons level by kcs to distinguish it from the effective k controlling various
sl(2, R) subalgebras, as we discuss later. ‘Tr’ here denotes a trace using the Killing metric
on this algebra, and is equal to the matrix trace in the fundamental representation. See
appendix A.3 for further information about our conventions.
This theory has two AdS vacua, corresponding to the two distinct choices of an SL(2, R)
subgroup inside SL(3, R). The correct interpretation of the bulk degrees of freedom depends
on the vacuum that we study. In one of them, denoted the principal embedding, we pick
the three sl(2, R) Ja generators from the set of sl(3, R) generators {L, W } as Ja = La ,
a = 0, ±1 (see (A.22) for an explicit parametrization of the sl(3, R) generators). With this
choice the bulk degrees of freedom can be decomposed into a spin 2 field (the metric gµν )
and a spin 3 field φµνρ , defined as
1
gµν = trf (eµ eν ) ,
2

φµνρ =


1
trf e(µ eν eρ) .
3!

(4.3)

The equations of motion following from (4.2) can now be interpreted as describing Einstein
gravity on AdS3 interacting nonlinearly with a nontrivial spin-3 field [28]. Under suitable
boundary conditions, the classical phase space of solution is described by W3 algebra [27,
28]. In our conventions the central charge of the dual W3 CFT is related to the bulk
Chern-Simons level as
cP = 24kcs .
(4.4)
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In the previous sections we explained in detail how to compute holographic entanglement
entropies in the SL(2, R) Chern-Simons formulation of Einstein gravity on AdS3 in terms
of a particular Wilson line. In this section we will show that the Wilson line construction
generalizes naturally to theories of higher spin gravity, and hence gives a rather simple way
to design a massive probe. This will provide a robust framework to discuss generalizations of
the geodesic equation which we will use in the following section to compute entanglement
and thermal entropy in these theories. For concreteness we will carry out the explicit
computations for the higher spin theory based on SL(3, R) Chern-Simons theory.

The other vacuum, called the diagonal embedding, corresponds to the choice of sl(2, R)
generators J0 = L0 /2, J±1 = ±W±2 /4. One can verify that these Ja ’s still obey the sl(2, R)
commutation relations. Under this choice the bulk degrees of freedom can be interpreted
as a spin-2 field, a pair of spin-1 U(1) gauge-fields, and a pair of spin-3/2 bosonic bulk
fields [30, 32]. In this case the classical phase space is described by the W32 algebra [30, 39].
The central charge of the corresponding dual W32 CFT has a different relation to the bulk
Chern-Simons level,
cD = 6kcs .
(4.5)

4.2

Highest-weight Wilson lines in SL(3, R) gravity

We now turn to the construction of a bulk probe designed to compute entanglement entropy.
The conventional notion of a “proper distance” is not gauge invariant. However, the
Wilson line construction of the previous section has a natural generalization to higher spin
theory. Thus, we propose the following: a Wilson line in an appropriate highest-weight
representation of SL(3, R) measures entanglement entropy in the dual field theory.
To compute the Wilson line in such a representation, we simply generalize the probe
action (2.27) studied previously:
Z

S(U, P ; A, Ā)C = ds Tr(P U −1 Ds U ) + λ2 (Tr(P 2 ) − c2 ) + λ3 (Tr(P 3 ) − c3 ) . (4.6)
Now U is an element of the group SL(3, R); similarly P is an element of the Lie algebra of
sl(3, R). We are using the short hand notation
Tr(P 2 ) ≡ P a P b δab ,

Tr(P 3 ) ≡ P a P b P c habc ,

(4.7)

with P = P a Ta and Ta ∈ sl(3, R). The tensors δab and habc are fully symmetric Killing
forms of the algebra which define the quadratic and cubic Casimirs; see appendix A.3 for
detailed definitions. The action (4.6) clearly has a local gauge invariance under two copies
of SL(3, R), where the action of the global symmetries on the fields is given by
U (s) → LU (s)R ,

P → R−1 P (s)R ,

L, R ∈ SL(3, R) .

(4.8)

Whereas previously we had to constrain only a single Casimir c2 , we now need to constrain
both a quadratic and a cubic Casimir, and thus we have two Lagrange multipliers: λ2 and
λ3 . Just as before, we claim that a path integral over the field U generates a trace over
the appropriate representation. We also need to specify boundary conditions on U at the
ends of the open interval: just as in the SL(2, R) case (2.30) we choose
U (s = 0) = 1 ,

U (s = sf ) = 1 .
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A further important point is that the symmetry algebra of excitations about this vacuum
contains a U(1) Kac-Moody algebra with a negative level, and thus the theory is not
unitary [33].
There are several more properties for each sl(2, R) embedding. We will introduce more
features of these two vacua as we require them.

In the higher spin case we have somewhat less justification for this choice, and it should
probably be viewed as an assumption.
We now briefly discuss properties of a highest-weight representation of SL(3, R). Just
as in the SL(2, R) case, we begin by considering a highest-weight state |h, wi with definite
eigenvalues under the elements of the SL(3, R) Cartan L0 , W0 :
L0 |h, wi = h|h, wi ,

W0 |h, wi = w|h, wi ,

(4.10)

and which is annihilated by the positive modes of the algebra:
W1,2 |h, wi = 0 .

(4.11)

We may now generate other excited states by acting with L−1 , W−1,−2 on this ground state,
filling out an irreducible representation.
The relationship between (h, w) and the quadratic and cubic Casimirs is as follows.
Starting from the definition (A.19), we have


1 2 3 2
3
1 2
2
C2 = L0 + W 0 + · · · ,
C3 = W0 L0 − W0 + · · · .
(4.12)
2
8
8
4
Here we have omitted all terms which contain the raising and lowering operators L±1 , W±1,2 ;
in a fully quantum theory these must be normal-ordered to annihilate the highest-weight
state. Acting with C2 and C3 on the highest weight state we find


1 2 3 2
3
1 2
2
c2 = h + w ,
c3 = w h − w
.
(4.13)
2
8
8
4
The omitted terms above result in corrections that are subleading in the large h, w limit.
Thus, to compute a trace in a highest-weight representation with charges (h, w), we simply
find a solution to the classical equations of motion of the probe action (4.6), with c2 , c3
chosen according to (4.13).
We now turn to the question of what these charges should be for the probe appropriate
to the entanglement entropy in a higher spin theory. To understand this, we revisit the
conical singularity arguments of section 3.1. Recall that in ordinary SL(2, R) gravity the
Wilson line created a conical singularity in the bulk metric. We now seek to create the
same singularity in the higher spin case. This requires w = 0 and thus c3 = 0: a nonzero c3
will source the higher spin fields. To determine the remaining relation between c2 and the
boundary theory central charge, we repeat precisely the same arguments as in section 3.1,
i.e. we compute the backreaction of the Wilson line on the geometry. Just as in (3.5), we
pick a probe:
r
c2
ρ(s) = s ,
U (s) = 1 ,
P (s) =
L0 .
(4.14)
2
and solve for its backreaction, constructing a solution which has a conical singularity but
asymptotes to either the principal or diagonal embedding AdS3 vacuum.
Direct computation shows that even for a fixed c2 and kcs the strength of the effective
conical singularity created is different in the two vacuua: this is because of the different
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L1 |h, wi = 0 ,

normalization of the generators of the effective SL(2, R) in each case. The resulting relations
(i.e. the analog of (3.11)) are for the principal and diagonal embeddings respectively:
c2P →

 
1 cP 2
,
2 12


c2D → 2

cD
12

2
,

c3P,D = 0

(4.15)

hD,P →

cD,P
,
12

w=0.

(4.16)

Note that while w = 0 implies c3 = 0, the reverse is not true, and thus (4.16) is a more
complete specification of the charges than (4.15). This ambiguity will play a role in our
later analysis.
We believe that a probe satisfying (4.16) is the object closest to being a higher-spin
gauge-invariant generalization of the notion of a “proper distance”.
4.3

Equations of motion and the lack of geodesics

The first-order equations of motion following from (4.6) are the generalization of (3.18):
U −1 Ds U + 2λ2 P + 3λ3 (P × P ) = 0 ,

Ds P = 0,

(4.17)

together with the constraints Tr(P 2 ) = c2 , Tr(P 3 ) = c3 . We define a product P × P in the
sl(3, R) algebra as
P × P ≡ habc T a P b P c ,
(4.18)
and just as in the lower spin case the covariant derivatives are defined as
Ds U =

dU
+ As U − U Ās ,
ds

Ds P =

dP
+ [Ās , P ] .
ds

(4.19)

To compute an entanglement entropy in a higher spin theory we will follow precisely
the same prescription as previously: we fix two points x0 and xf on the boundary and
consider a path in the bulk xµ (s) connecting these two points. We then seek a solution
to the bulk equations of motion such that U (s = 0) = Ui and U (s = sf ) = Uf . The
entanglement entropy will be given by the value of the on-shell action, which is again
easily found by multiplying (4.17) with P and taking a trace:
Z
Z

−1
Son−shell =
ds Tr P U Ds U =
ds (−2λ2 (s)c2 ) ,
(4.20)
C

C
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where we have also used (4.4) and (4.5) to relate the bulk Chern-Simons level with the
boundary theory central charges.
We may also write these relations in terms of (h, w). We have used h to denote the
eigenvalue of the operator L0 in the SL(3, R) algebra. This is not necessarily the same as
the conformal dimension under the SL(2, R) subalgebra since there may be relative factors
relating the relevant SL(2, R) operator (J0 in our notation) to L0 : the principal embedding
has L0 = J0 , but the diagonal embedding has L0 = 2J0 . Denoting the conformal dimensions
under the respective SL(2, R)’s as hP,D , the charge assignments above can be written:

5

Thermal entropy from Wilson lines

In the next two sections we will assume the validity of the conjecture above and use it
to compute entanglement entropies in various higher spin backgrounds. An important
consistency check on the validity of this prescription is that if we consider a closed Wilson
loop that encloses a black hole horizon, we should reproduce the thermal entropy of the
9

Note that in the spin-2 case where we had only one Lagrange multiplier λ(s) it was clear that it could
always be made constant via a choice of parametrization of the path. In the spin-3 case it is not clear that
both independent Lagrange multipliers λ2 (s) and λ3 (s) can be made constant simultaneously; however for
the illustrative purposes of this section this possibility is not important, and later on we will not assume this.
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where we have used c3 = 0. Thus the goal is again to determine the on-shell value of the
Lagrange multiplier λ2 (s).
There is actually an important difference between these higher spin equations and
those for ordinary SL(2, R) gravity. Recall that in section 2.4 we demonstrated that the
SL(2, R) equations of motion could be trivially solved by taking the path to xµ (s) to lie on
a bulk geodesic. Let us attempt to repeat those steps here.
Due to the appearance of a cube of the momentum P in the action (4.6), it is difficult
to cast the action itself in a second-order form. Nevertheless, if we pick a gauge where
λ2 and λ3 are constant in s,9 we can find second-order equations of motion by taking a
gauge-covariant derivative of (4.17) to find


d
dxµ
dxµ dxν
u
(A − Ā)µ
+ [Āµ , Auν ]
= 0,
(4.21)
ds
ds
ds ds

d
where Au = U −1 As + ds
U , i.e. superficially the same second-order equations of motion
as in the lower-spin case (2.32). In the spin-2 case, this is an equation with three independent components, as A and Ā are valued in the SL(2, R) algebra. Recall that in the
spin-2 case, if we fix U (s) = 1 then this equation could be interpreted as a differential
equation — indeed, the geodesic equation — for the three components xµ (s) of the path.
The coincidence that 3 (the dimension of the SL(2, R) algebra) = 3 (the dimension of the
bulk space) was crucial in guaranteeing that a solution to these differential equations could
always be found.
In the higher spin case, this breaks down: now A and Ā are elements of SL(3, R) and
generically (4.21) has eight independent components. Thus if we fix U (s) = 1, we end
up with eight differential equations constraining three functions xµ (s). Generically this is
an overconstrained system and has no solution; this means that there is no choice of path
xµ (s) for which we can keep U (s) constant along the trajectory. As we will see, this will
not be a serious obstacle in terms of solving the system, but in terms of interpretation
it does indicate a fundamental new ingredient in higher spin gravity: on a generic higher
spin background the differential equation (4.21) can no longer be interpreted as a geodesic
equation. Of course if A, Ā live only in an SL(2, R) subgroup of SL(3, R) then all but three
of the components of (4.21) are identically zero, and the calculation is precisely equivalent
to those performed in the previous section.

black hole. In this section we will explain how to use our prescription to compute thermal
entropies and work out two examples, black holes with higher spin charges in the diagonal
and principal embeddings. For the diagonal embedding black holes we find agreement with
the literature [32]. However in the case of principal embedding black holes there are at the
moment two inequivalent formulas for the entropy in the literature [34–38]; of course we
find agreement with only one of them. We comment on this further below.
5.1

Closed paths around horizons

Consider a closed trajectory xµ (s) that encloses a black hole horizon, i.e.
(5.1)

Following the discussion in section 3.3, we pick the trajectory to be the S 1 cycle with
periodicity φ ∼ φ + 2π. As in the gravitational case, the holonomies of the connections
around this horizon are nontrivial and carry information regarding the charges that the
black hole carries (mass, angular momentum, higher spin charge, etc.). We will show that
our Wilson loop correctly extracts from this data an expression for the thermal entropy.
We seek a solution to the equations of motion (4.17) that satisfies
U (sf ) = U (0) ,

P (sf ) = P (0) ,

(5.2)

and so is continuous around the closed trajectory. To find this solution we follow precisely the same techniques as in 3.3, i.e. we use the gauging up from “nothingness” trick.
Consider then first a reference solution U0 (s), P0 to the equations of motion (4.17) on the
“nothingness” spacetime with A = Ā = 0:
U0 (s) = u0 exp (−2α2 (s)P0 − 3α3 (s)(P0 × P0 )) ,

dαi
= λi (s) .
ds

(5.3)

where P0 ×P0 = habc T a P0a P0b . This solution is characterized by u0 , an element of the group
SL(3, R), and P0 , an element of the algebra that satisfies Tr(P02 ) = c2 , Tr(P03 ) = c3 = 0.
Just as in (3.38), the higher spin black holes of interest may be related to the “nothingness” solution via the following gauge transformation:
 Z x

−1
±
i
A = LdL ,
L(x , ρ) = exp(−ρL0 ) exp −
dx ai ,
(5.4)
x0
Z x

−1
±
i
Ā = R dR ,
R(x , ρ) = exp
dx āi exp (−ρL0 ) ,
(5.5)
x0

where ai and āi are constant connections carrying the information of the black hole charges
and the integral over xi is taken in the x± = t±φ directions from a suitable starting point x0 .
It is important to note that these gauge transformations are not single-valued as we move
around the horizon; thus after the transformation A, Ā will have nontrivial holonomies.
Under this gauge transformation the nothingness solution (5.3) is transformed to
U (s) = L(s)U0 (s)R(s) ,

P (s) = R−1 (s)P0 R(s) ,
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xµ (sf ) = xµ (0) .

where L(s) and R(s) are evaluated along the path xµ (s) of the Wilson line. Now imposing
the boundary conditions (5.2) we find the nontrivial constraints
[P0 , R(sf )R−1 (0)] = 0 ,

(5.7)

and


exp (−2∆α2 P0 − 3∆α3 (P0 × P0 )) = u−1
L−1 (sf )L(0) u0 R(0)R−1 (sf ) .
0

(5.8)

 Z

R(0)R−1 (sf ) = exp − dφ āφ ,

L−1 (sf )L(0) = exp

Z


dφ aφ

,

(5.9)

i.e. precisely the holonomies around the horizon.
The on-shell action (4.20)is related to ∆α2 ; thus the challenge is to find α2 (s) (and if
necessary u0 , P0 , α3 ) subject to these constraints. This is not a difficult problem, but it is
useful to introduce some notation to keep track of the information.
The simplest way to solve for α2 (s) is to evaluate the above expression in a matrix
representation of the algebra. We emphasize that this is just a short cut valid in the classical
limit. We will use the fundamental representation of SL(3, R). In this case we have
P0 × P0 = habc T a P0b P0c = P02 −

c2
13×3 .
3

(5.10)

Let us define
P ≡ −2∆α2 P0 − 3∆α3 (P0 × P0 )


c2
= −2∆α2 P0 − 3∆α3 P02 − 13×3 ,
3

(5.11)

(the last line being valid for the fundamental representation). The characteristic polynomial of any matrix can be worked out in terms of traces of powers of the matrix; see
appendix A.1. Using this fact, we can easily find the eigenvalues of P in terms of c2 :




√
1
1 √
λP = diag
−2 2c2 ∆α2 − c2 ∆α3 , c2 ∆α3 ,
2 2c2 ∆α2 − c2 ∆α3
.
(5.12)
2
2

Next, note from (5.7) that P0 commutes with R(0)R−1 (sf ) , and we may thus diagonalize
them simultaneously. Let V be the matrix that performs this diagonalization, i.e.

R(0)R−1 (sf ) = V exp −2π λ̄φ V −1 ,

(5.13)

where we have used (5.9) and λ̄φ is a diagonal matrix whose entries are the eigenvalues of
āφ . Performing a similar diagonalization of exp(P), we may write (5.8) as
exp (λP ) = (u0 V )−1 exp (2π aφ ) u0 V exp −2π λ̄φ
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Here ∆αi ≡ αi (sf ) − αi (0). And as before

Now note that the left-hand side of this expression is diagonal. Thus to satisfy this
equation we must pick u0 to be an SL(3, R) matrix such that the product (u0 V )−1 diagonalizes exp (2π aφ ). Picking such a u0 we find the simple relation
λP = 2π(λφ − λ̄φ ) .

(5.15)

2π
∆α2 = − √ trf ((λφ − λ̄φ )L0 ) ,
2 2c2

(5.16)

and thus the entropy works out to
r
Sth = 2π

c2
trf ((λφ − λ̄φ )L0 ) .
2

(5.17)

Precisely the same expression for the entropy of a higher spin black hole was derived
previously in [35] from a study of the on-shell Euclidean action. This is a nontrivial test
of our formalism.
5.2

Diagonal embedding black hole

We now evaluate this expression for some specific examples of higher spin black holes.
Much of this analysis was already performed in [35]; we will review some of their results,
and would like to take this opportunity to discuss the physical implications of the choice
of eigenvalue ordering made in (5.12).
We consider first black holes in the diagonal embedding [32], where we have
η
a = (W2 + ωW−2 − qW0 )dx+ + W0 dx− ,
2
η
−
ā = (W−2 + ωW2 − qW0 )dx + W0 dx+ ,
2

(5.18)

where w, q and η are constants representing the mass, charge and chemical potential of
the black hole, respectively. In the diagonal embedding the field content includes a metric
coupled to a pair of U(1) Chern-Simons gauge fields: this black hole solution may be
viewed as a BTZ black hole with nontrivial U(1) holonomies around the horizon; these
U(1) holonomies here are the manifestation of the nontrivial SL(3, R) structure. Denoting
these U(1) gauge fields by χ, χ̄ we find [32]
χ=

η −
dx − qdx+ ,
2

χ̄ =

η +
dx − qdx− .
2

(5.19)

Horizon regularity can be shown to require that η = 2q, which is equivalent to demanding
that the time component of these gauge fields vanish at the horizon.
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Through (5.12) the solutions to this equation determine ∆α2,3 and thus the on-shell action.
Note however that in writing expressions of this form we have made several choices about
eigenvalue ordering. Below we pick one particular ordering for the eigenvalues of P — that
which is given in (5.12) — and denote it from now on as the primary ordering. We will
return to the implications of the this choice shortly.
Note that given (5.12) and the explicit expression for L0 in (A.22) we may solve for ∆α2

We now evaluate the eigenvalues to find:



√  2
√
1
1
λφ = diag
−2q − η − 12 ω , (2q + η),
−2q + 12 ω − η
,
3
3
3

(5.20)

and λ̄φ = −λφ . Evaluating (5.17) and using the relation (4.15), we find the entropy to be
Sth = 2π

cD √
16 ω ,
12

(5.21)

Repeating the same steps as above, we now find for the “entropy”:
r
√ 
c2
0
S = 4π
2q + η + 4 ω ,
2

(5.23)

where the answer depends on q and η, i.e. on the background U(1) gauge flux threading
p
the horizon. In fact the dependence is as though our probe had a U(1) charge of 2i c22
under the gauge fields (χ, −χ̄).
To understand this result note that our construction only constrains the Casimirs of
our probe. In particular, by setting c3 → 0 we attempted to guarantee that all higher spin
charges carried by the probe were zero. The equation for the cubic Casimir (4.13) is


3 2
3 2
c3 = w
h − w
.
(5.24)
8
32
Recall that w is the eigenvalue of the highest-weight state under W0 . Note that there
are multiple ways to obtain c3 = 0; we may set w = 0 (corresponding to no higher spin
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with cD the central charge of the theory in the diagonal embedding. Note that the values
of the U(1) holonomies have dropped out of the final answer. Though we have obtained it
in a formalism that was manifestly SL(3, R) invariant, this entropy is actually equal to the
usual Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, i.e. the area of the horizon in the metric representation
of the theory.
As promised, we would now like to discuss the implications of the eigenvalue ordering
choice made in (5.12). There are six possible orderings; however the equations have a
symmetry under ∆α2 → −∆α2 , P0 → −P0 , so only three of these orderings are distinct
and correspond to physically reasonable (i.e. positive) answers. To understand how we
choose amongst them, note first that ∆α3 —the Lagrange multiplier constraining the
cubic Casimir — is one of the new ingredients in the higher spin theory. If we require that
the SL(3, R) results smoothly match on to the SL(2, R) results as all of the higher spin
ingredients are turned off, it is necessary to demand that ∆α3 vanishes in this limit. This
was the reason for our choice of the ordering (5.12); note from comparison to (5.20) that
as η, q → 0, we find that ∆α3 → 0 as well. We denote this choice the primary ordering.
Thus if we demand continuity in the SL(2, R) limit a single ordering is picked for us.
Nevertheless it is instructive to understand the physical significance of the other orderings.
Consider then the different choice:


 1 √

√
1
0
λP = diag c2 ∆α3 ,
−2 2c2 ∆α2 − c2 ∆α3 ,
2 2c2 ∆α2 − c2 ∆α3
.
(5.22)
2
2

charges); alternatively we may set w = ±2h, corresponding to a nonzero W0 charge of
p
2 c22 . In the case of the diagonal embedding this maps to a nonzero U(1) charge for the
bulk probe: this is precisely what has happened above.10
Thus in performing our computations care must be taken to guarantee that we are
working always with the representation with w = 0, i.e. the primary ordering. This can
be ensured by making sure that our choices can always be continuously connected to the
SL(2, R) results.
5.3

Principal embedding black hole

Here µ is the chemical potential and W the spin-3 charge. k in these expressions can be
thought of as the effective bulk Chern-Simons level for the appropriate SL(2, R) subgroup
of SL(3, R) and is related to the central charge by cP = 6k. Regularity at the horizon
enforces relations between them; as shown in [30, 34] these constraints can be explicitly
solved in terms of a dimensionless parameter C:
r
r
√
4(C − 1)
2πL
3 C
k
W=
L
,
µ=
.
(5.26)
3/2
k
4(2C − 3) 2πL
C
Note that C → ∞ is the limit in which the higher spin charge vanishes. The eigenvalues
may be worked out to be
r

!
√
√
3 + C −2 + −3 + 4C
2πL
2 3 − C 2 + −3 + 4C
√
√
λφ = 2
diag
,√ ,
, (5.27)
k
C(−3 + 2C)
C
C(−3 + 2C)
and λ̄φ = −λφ . Now evaluating (5.17) and using (4.15) as well as cP = 6k we find
q
3
1 − 4C
√
Sth = 4π 2πkL
.
(5.28)
3
1 − 2C
10

It is interesting that the U(1) charge appears to be imaginary, as it couples exponentially rather than
as a phase. We believe this is related to the non-compactness of the gauge group. The kinetic term for the
U(1) field in SL(3, R) has the opposite sign; this could be fixed by multiplying the current by a factor of i,
but at the cost of generating complex charges, which may be what has happened here. This reflects as well
on the non-unitarity of the theory: the current dual to the bulk gauge field has a Kac-Moody algebra with
negative level [33].
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The evaluation of (5.17) for the case of a black hole in the principal embedding was worked
out in detail in [35], and so here we will simply review their results to set the stage for
later. The connection for a non-rotating black hole can be written:


2π
π
a = L1 −
LL−1 − WW−2 dx+
k
2k


4πL
4π 2 L2
4πW
+µ W2 −
W0 +
W−2 +
L−1 dx− ,
k
k2
k


2π
π
ā = − L−1 −
LL1 + WW2 dx−
k
2k


4πL
4π 2 L2
4πW
+µ W−2 −
W0 +
W2 −
L1 dx+ .
(5.25)
k
k2
k

6

Higher spin entanglement entropy of an open interval

Having exhaustively discussed thermal entropies, we now turn to the computation of the
entanglement entropy of an open interval. Recall that we seek a solution to the equations
of motion (4.17) along a bulk Wilson line with two endpoints at the AdS boundary (i.e.
at a large value of ρ ≡ ρ0 ) separated in the φ direction by a distance ∆φ. We take the
boundary conditions on this solution to be
U (s = 0) = Ui ,

U (s = sf ) = Uf .

(6.1)

We will follow precisely the same techniques used in the SL(2, R) case in section 3.2. The
larger dimension of the matrices involved makes the problem slightly more involved operationally, but the strategy remains the same. We start from the “nothingness” configuration
U0 (s) = u0 exp (−2α2 (s)P0 − 3α3 (s)(P0 × P0 )) ,
11

dαi
= λi (s) .
ds

(6.2)

We also note the recent work [41] that motivates the original entropy formula [34] using conical singularities; however that computation involves the regulation of a singular action and appears to depend on
the manner in which the singularity is regulated. We believe the unambiguous way to regulate that action
is to include the source that is creating the singularity, which is what we have done in this work.
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As we alluded to before, for the higher spin black hole (5.25) there are two distinct
thermodynamic entropies that can be attributed to the solution. The two entropies are
thought to differ due to different notions of “energy”. The original derivation [34] used a
notion of energy following from considerations of the OPE of the boundary theory stress
tensor; however some subsequent derivations have used a notion of energy that follows
naturally from the bulk gravitational Hamiltonian [35–37]. It was made clear in [35] that
these notions of energy disagree in the presence of a source µ, and thus lead to different
entropies following from the First Law. There is also an independent derivation based
on expanding the theory in terms of metric-like fields and using the conventional Wald
formula [38]: this can only be done to lowest order in the higher spin charge, but it makes
no explicit reference to a boundary theory energy. It agrees with derivations that use the
bulk Hamiltonian for the energy [35–37].
Our calculation also agrees with the computations that use the bulk Hamiltonian, and
so disagrees with the original calculation [34]. As our computation can be thought of as
implementing the conical deficit approach to computing black hole entropy,11 this seems
consistent with general arguments (from a metric formulation) that the Wald and conical
deficit approaches to computing black hole entropy are equivalent [40]. It thus appears
that implicitly our probe is coupling to the bulk Hamiltonian. It might be possible to
design a probe that somehow couples instead to the boundary stress tensor by tweaking
the probe in a controlled manner. This would allow us to reproduce the entropy in [34];
unfortunately we haven’t been able to argue that any of these tweaks are either physical
and/or natural.

Recall that any bulk spacetime of interest can be written in the form
 Z x

−1
±
i
A = LdL
L(x , ρ) = exp(−ρL0 ) exp −
dx ai ,
x0
Z x

−1
±
i
Ā = R dR
R(x , ρ) = exp
dx āi exp (−ρL0 ) ,

(6.3)
(6.4)

x0

and hence our empty configuration simply becomes
U (s) = L(s)U0 (s)R(s) ,

P (s) = R−1 (s)P0 R(s) .

(6.5)

exp (−2∆α2 P0 − 3∆α3 (P0 × P0 )) = (R(0)Ui−1 L(0))(R(sf )Uf−1 L(sf ))−1

(6.6)

All of the quantities on the right-hand side are known, and so we need simply solve this
equation for ∆α2 to determine the on-shell action. In practice solving this equation, even
in a matrix representation, can be somewhat cumbersome, and we will attempt to streamline the process as much as possible. The quickest route to the answer is to equate the
eigenvalues of both sides. We have already found the eigenvalues of the left-hand side;
they are simply exp (λP ), where the matrix of eigenvalues, λP , is given in (5.12) for the
fundamental representation. For notational convenience we denote
M ≡ (R(0)Ui−1 L(0))(R(sf )Uf−1 L(sf ))−1 ,

(6.7)

and λM are the corresponding eigenvalues in the fundamental representation. We will set
Ui = Uf = 1 for the reasons discussed in section 3.12 As in (5.16), we find the relation
2π
∆α2 = − √ trf (log(λM )L0 )
2 2c2

(6.8)

For the generic case the task of finding the eigenvalues of (6.7) can be tedious (there
are a handful of simple analytic cases which we will discuss below). Fortunately the process
simplifies somewhat as we take the UV cutoff to infinity, i.e. the limit where −1 ≡ eρ0 is
much greater than any other scale (e.g. the temperature, the inverse length of the interval,
etc.). Now using (A.2), the characteristic polynomial of M can be written
1
PM (λM ) = −λ3M + trf (M )λ2M − (trf (M )2 − trf (M 2 ))λM + 1 .
2

(6.9)

It is not difficult to solve this cubic equation. However, for the purpose of computing
entanglement entropy we only need to know the behavior of the solutions for  small. Then
via direct computation in all cases of interest we find that the traces of M have a specific
scaling with  in the small  limit. It is easy to solve this equation in the small  limit by
12

We reiterate that our results are sensitive to the choice of boundary conditions. It will be interesting
to investigate the properties and physical interpretation of WR (C) for Ui 6= Uf 6= 1.
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Demanding that the boundary condition (6.1) be obeyed we find the generalization
of (3.39) to the spin-3 case:

picking pairs of terms and balancing their constituent terms against each other. Expanding
in powers of  we find:
trf (M ) =

m1
+ O(−2 ) ,
4

trf (M )2 − trf (M 2 ) =

2m2
+ O(−2 ) .
4

(6.10)

Here m1 and m2 are expansion coefficients that depend on the parameters of the problem.
We find the eigenvalues of M to be


m1 m2 1 4
λM = diag
,
,

.
(6.11)
4 m1 m2

This is perhaps the most useful result of this section: we have reduced the problem of
computing an entanglement entropy to computing traces of powers of the matrix M defined
in (6.7). We now present the results on various spacetimes of interest.
6.1

Gravitational sector of SL(3, R)

As a warm up, and to illustrate some of the non-trivial structure in the equations, let’s
consider cases solving (6.6) for the gravitational subsector. That is, consider connections
(A, Ā) for which
L(s) , R(s) ∈ SL(2, R) ⊂ SL(3, R) ,
(6.13)
where the SL(2, R) subgroup can be either the one characterizing the principal or diagonal
embeding. Again we will use Ui = Uf = 1 as our boundary conditions. Then the right
hand side of (6.6) belongs to the SL(2, R) subgroup as well. This imposes a non-trivial
constraint on P0 and in particular it implies that
− 2∆α2 P0 − 3∆α3 (P0 × P0 ) ∈ sl(2, R) .

(6.14)

Given the constraints on the quantum numbers of our probe — i.e. having h 6= 0 and w = 0
—it is natural to choose P0 ∈ sl(2, R). This will further force ∆α3 = 0 in (6.14). With
the simplification ∆α3 = 0, it is then clear that for any connection in the class (6.13) the
analysis reduces again to our discussion in section 3.2.
However, even in the subclass (6.13), there are as well solution to (6.6) which have
P0 ∈
/ sl(2, R) while still satisfying c2 6= 0, c3 = 0 and (6.14). A simple computation
will show that these other configurations correspond to probes which have both h and w
satisfying h = ±w/2 and c3 = 0 in accordance to (4.13). While these probes are still
physical, and rather interesting, they change the representation R; and for the purposes of
making a comparison with known results in the dual CFT, it is not the appropriate choice of
quantum numbers. This is exactly the same phenomena we encountered when computing
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In the SL(2, R) limit we have m1 = m2 as expected, and hence the eigenvalues are in the
primary ordering. Now using (6.8) we can solve for the on-shell action. The answer in the
primary ordering is simply
√

√
m1 m2
SEE = 2c2 log
.
(6.12)
4

thermal entropy. The different ordering of the eigenvalues, such as the one illustrated
in (5.22), gave distinct solutions to the equations of motion. This changes the value of the
on-shell action, but most importantly we emphasize that it modifies the representation of
the algebra which defines the Wilson line.
As a final remark, for these simple backgrounds (6.13), the primary ordering in (6.11)
is the only solution which is compatible with the condition P0 ∈ sl(2, R), and hence having
a probe with vanishing w charge. As it will be clear in the following examples, (6.12) is in
complete agreement with the results in section 3.2.
Diagonal embedding

We begin with the diagonal embedding. As a warmup we compute the entanglement
entropy of an open interval in the diagonal embedding AdS3 vacuum, which is given by the
very simple connections
a = W2 dx+ ,
ā = W−2 dx− .
(6.15)
In this case M is easily explicitly evaluated and we find m1 and m2 to be
m1 = (∆φ)2 ,

m2 = (∆φ)2 .

(6.16)

Evaluating (6.12) and using (4.15) to fix c2 we find an entanglement entropy of


cD
∆φ
SEE =
log
,
3
2

(6.17)

where c is the central charge of the CFT in the diagonal embedding. This is of course
the expected result from 2D CFT, but it is somewhat gratifying to see it emerge from a
higher-spin computation.
It is only slightly more difficult to compute the entanglement entropy for the black
hole in the diagonal embedding; in this case the relevant connections were given in (5.18).
Evaluating the relevant traces we find

 √
√
1
2
m1 =
exp − (2q + η + 12 ω)∆φ (e8 ω∆φ − 1)2 ,
(6.18)
4ω
3
√

√
(e8 ω∆φ − 1)2 exp 23 (2q + η − 12 ω)∆φ
m2 =
,
(6.19)
4ω
leading to the entanglement entropy
SEE =

cD
log
3


√


√
1
sinh 4 ω∆φ
2
ω


.

(6.20)

This is the familiar expression for an entanglement entropy in 2d CFT at finite temperature,
and it only depends on the spectral flow invariant ω (see [30, 32]). This came from a
covariant higher-spin calculation; however the final answer is equal to that arising from
the usual Ryu-Takayanagi prescription in the metric representation of the theory (this is
analagous to the fact that the thermal entropy (5.21) is equal to that predicted by the
usual Bekenstein-Hawking formula). The presence of the nontrivial U(1) holonomies does
not change this result.
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6.2

To end this subsection, we would like to solve (6.6) for the background (5.18) using
the same logic as in the previous section 6.1. Notice that W0 commutes with {L0 , W±2 },
so for the diagonal embedding black hole (5.18) the matrix M can be decomposed as
M = MSL(2) MW0 ,

(6.21)

where MSL(2) contains the exponentials of {L0 , W±2 } and MW0 the contribution to M from
(a, ā) which depend on W0 . Next if we set P0 ∈ sl(2, R), then equation (6.6) reduces to
exp (−3∆α3 (P0 × P0 )) = MW0 .

exp (−2∆α2 P0 ) = MSL(2) ,

(6.22)

6.3

Principal embedding

We turn now to the principal embedding. We begin with an open interval in the principal
embedding AdS3 vacuum, given by the simple connections:
a = L1 dx+ ,

ā = −L−1 dx− ,

(6.23)

m2 = (∆φ)4 .

(6.24)

from which we find
m1 = (∆φ)4 ,

Again evaluating (6.12) and using (4.15) to relate c2 to the principal embedding central
charge we find the entanglement entropy to be


cP
∆φ
SEE =
log
.
(6.25)
3

We again find the expected result from 2d CFT. Note that though the scaling of m1 and
m2 with ∆φ is different in the two embeddings, the corresponding relations between c2 and
the central charges also differ in just the right way to give the correct prefactor.
Next, we study the black hole in the principal embedding, where the connection was
given previously in (5.25). The evaluation of M in this case is somewhat more difficult
due to the increased complexity of a, ā. The resulting exact expressions for m1 and m2
are somewhat lengthy sums of exponentials. We discuss their derivation in appendix C. In
this section we discuss only the asymptotic expressions.
For very small interval length compared to the temperature we find
!4
r
9C
k
m1 (∆φ  β) = m2 (∆φ  β) ∼
∆φ2 .
(6.26)
4(3 − 2C)2
2πL
Similarly, for very large interval length we find
r
√

!
2πL
3 + C( 4C − 3 − 2)
√
m1 (∆φ  β) ∼ b1 exp 4
∆φ
,
k
C(2C − 3)
r
√

!
2πL
−3 + C( 4C − 3 + 2)
√
m2 (∆φ  β) ∼ b2 exp 4
∆φ
,
k
C(2C − 3)
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Using the fundamental representation of the SL(3, R) matrices it is not difficult to solve
for ∆αi . It also makes clear that ∆α2 will only depend on ω and be insensitive to (q, η) as
it is in (6.20). But if P0 ∈
/ sl(2, R) we end up with a probe with non-vanishing W0 charge,
which corresponds to an different ordering of the eigeinvalues in (6.6).

where b1 and b2 are calculable but uninteresting functions of C. We first focus on the
infrared limit: evaluating (6.12) at large ∆φ we find the entanglement entropy to be:
q


3
1 − 4C
√
 .
SEE (∆φ  β) ∼ ∆φ 2 2πLk
(6.29)
3
1 − 2C

6.4

RG flow from diagonal to principal

There is a simpler bulk connection which captures the physics of the flow from the diagonal
embedding to the principal embedding [30]:
1
a = λ̂L1 dx+ + W2 dx− ,
4

1
ā = −λ̂L−1 dx− + W−2 dx+ ,
4

(6.30)

with λ̂ a constant (to not be confused with the Lagrange multipliers or an eigenvalue). It
is instructive to examine the full bulk connections A, Ā:
A = λ̂eρ L1 dx+ + e2ρ

W2 −
dx + L0 dρ ,
4

Ā = −λ̂eρ L−1 dx− + e2ρ

W−2 +
dx − L0 dρ . (6.31)
4

We see that at large ρ (i.e. the UV) the connection is that of the diagonal embedding
vacuum, where SL(2, R) is generated by W±2 , L0 . At small ρ (i.e. the IR) it crosses over
to that of the principal embedding vacuum, where SL(2, R) is generated by L±1 , L0 . The
parameter λ̂ governs the size of this domain wall solution. The principal embedding black
hole may be viewed as a finite-temperature generalization of this RG flow. From the point
of view of the IR principal embedding theory there is a spin-3 deformation turned on that
takes the theory to the diagonal embedding, as described above.
13

As shown in [50], for finite (non-zero) and constant values of µ there exists a consistent set of boundary
conditions which preserve the W3 symmetry; a modification of the boundary conditions will give W32
symmetry. This makes it rather unclear what the appropriate or natural boundary conditions are to
describe the UV theory, and it might be relevant for the discussion in section 6.4.
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√
P
Here we have used (4.15) to set 2c2 = c12
= k2 . The entropy density extracted from
this asymptotic expression precisely agrees with the thermal entropy calculated previously
in (5.28) (recall in that expression we assumed that φ has a periodicity of 2π, whereas here
we are allowing it to be noncompact). This agreement between entropy densities is clearly
required for consistency, but it is not an obvious identity in our formalism.
We turn now to the small ∆φ limit given by (6.26). It is important to note that for finite
C the small ∆φ limit of these expressions no longer agrees with the principal embedding
AdS3 vacuum (6.24); it appears that the UV structure of the theory is different. This
is expected: to obtain a black hole that carries the higher spin charge, we have applied
a higher spin chemical potential, which is a deformation of the CFT Lagrangian by a
dimension 3 —and thus irrelevant — operator [30, 34]. This operator modifies the theory
in the UV: in fact in the UV the theory flows to the diagonal embedding vacuum, which
is consistent with the fact that the small ∆φ scaling appearing in (6.26) is that of the
diagonal embedding AdS3 vacuum (6.16).13
In the next subsection we address some features of this flow.

It is thus interesting to compute the entanglement entropy on this background. We find
m1 = (∆φ)2 (1 − λ̂2 ∆φ)2 ,

m2 = (∆φ)2 (1 + λ̂2 ∆φ)2 .

(6.32)

SEE (∆φ → ∞) ∼

2cD
log ∆φ
3

(6.34)

suggesting an effective IR central charge cIR = 2cD . This is not what we would naively
expect, as in reality the central charge of the principal embedding vacuum (which is expected to govern the infrared physics) is related to that of the diagonal embedding by
cP = 4cD . This discrepancy occurred because we picked the value of c2 to be appropriate
to the diagonal embedding vacuum: if we had picked it to be appropriate to the principal
embedding vacuum we would have gotten the right answer in the IR but not in the UV.
We find it somewhat perplexing that our formalism does not allow us to cross through this
RG flow.
Next we note a more perplexing fact still: the argument of the logarithm vanishes at
∆φ = ±λ̂−2 . Naively speaking this appears to imply the nonsensical result that the entanglement entropy is arbitrarily negative: in reality what is happening is that either m1 or m2
vanishes, and thus the dependence on the UV cutoff assumed in (6.10) is breaking down.
If we perform the whole calculation without assuming that scaling, then this divergence is
regularized by the cutoff, as shown in figure 4; nevertheless we find it peculiar that the UV
cutoff manifests itself in an unexpected way here at intermediate scales. Furthermore, at
this point we find that a non-primary ordering is becoming degenerate with the primary
ordering.14 This appears to be an interesting manifestation of higher spin physics, but we
must admit that at the moment we are not certain what this indicates physically.
To further attempt to interpret the singularity it is convenient to introduce the entropic
c-function [42, 43]:
c(∆φ) ≡ ∆φS 0 (∆φ) .
(6.35)
This can be thought of as a measure of the number of degrees of freedom at the length scale
corresponding to ∆φ: at a conformal fixed point it directly measures the central charge.
14

Note that on either side of the singularity an ordering is fixed by demanding continuity with an SL(2, R)
limit. Furthermore a small variation of the boundary conditions on the probe in the direction Ui ∼ eαW0 lifts
this degeneracy, separating the two curves (it also smoothens the singularity at ∆φ = ±λ̂−2 ). Thus despite
the temptation to move from the solid to the dashed line we do not believe this is physically appropriate,
and that the solid line is the correct answer for all ∆φ.
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Note that these values interpolate between the diagonal embedding results at small ∆φ
and the principal embedding results at large ∆φ. Evaluating this directly we find for the
entanglement entropy:
!
cD
∆φ2 |1 − λ̂4 ∆φ2 |
SEE =
log
,
(6.33)
6
2
√
where we have used the value of c2 appropriate to the diagonal embedding vacuum (4.15).
There are some curious features in this expression. First, while we recover the correct
entanglement entropy in the UV, for ∆φ  λ̂−2 we find
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Figure 4. Solid line is entanglement entropy in primary ordering with λ̂ = 1. In the vicinity of
the singular region we have used the exact eigenvalues of M ; we are not using the scaling assumed
in (6.10). Note sharp singularity at ∆φ = 1. Dashed lines are non-primary orderings, shown for
illustrative purposes.
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Figure 5. Plot of entropic c-function, normalized so c(∆φ → 0)/cD = 1. Dashed lines indicate UV
and IR asymptotic values; note effective central charge increases only by a factor of 2. The negative
values attained by the c-function and its singularly positive jump violate strong subadditivity. The
height of the jump is non-universal, depending on the UV cutoff.

We plot this quantity for the primary ordering in figure 5. The singularity at ∆φ = λ̂−2 is
a discontinuous jump of c(∆φ) and so may be interpreted as the singular injection of new
degrees of freedom at this scale. The height of this jump is non-universal: it diverges as
the UV cutoff is taken to infinity. Downwards jumps in the c-function (or its appropriate
higher-dimensional generalization [44]) have been noted before in the context of first-order
phase transitions in the holographic entanglement entropy along RG flows [44–47]. Our
jump differs from these previous examples in that its magnitude depends on the UV cutoff
and further in that it is a jump upwards.
Finally, we turn to the issue of strong sub-additivity of the entanglement entropy. This
is a powerful set of constraints on entanglement entropy in general quantum mechanical
systems that require little input besides basic data about Hilbert spaces. In static situations, the Ryu-Takayanagi prescription automatically satisfies strong sub-additivity [48],
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1

but as we will see, our formalism need not. In particular, strong sub-additivity of the
entanglement entropy imposes constraints on the possible dependence of SEE on ∆φ; as
shown in [49], for a single interval in an infinite system with one spatial dimension, these
constraints are
0
00
SEE
(∆φ) > 0 ,
SEE
(∆φ) < 0 .
(6.36)

1. As we have emphasized, the UV theory — the diagonal embedding — is not unitary
and thus we are not certain that our intuition regarding RG flows should apply here.
For example note that the central charge increases along the flow; while this is not
expressly forbidden by any c-theorem (as the flow is not Lorentz-invariant and the
UV theory is non-unitary anyway) we still find it somewhat distressing.
2. The flow is also somewhat peculiar kinematically; to understand this consider the
correlator of the diagonal embedding stress tensor along the flow, which was worked
out in [30]:
p3+ p−
hT (p)T (−p)i =
.
(6.37)
p4
λ̂4 − 43 p2+
−

The correlator has two distinct kinematic regimes; if

p2+
p2−

 λ̂4 then hT T i ∼

p3−
p+ ,

corresponding to an operator of dimension (2, 0). This is meant to be the UV, as it
corresponds to high p+ , and indeed this is the correct dimension for the stress tensor.
In the other kinematic regime we have

p2+
p2−

 λ̂4 , leading to a correlator scaling as

p7+
p−

corresponding to an operator of dimension (0, 4). This is usually understood as
the IR, as it appears to correspond to low p+ . However, it is possible to take p+ → 0
and still remain in the “UV” region, provided we also take p− to 0 as well in an
15

It is interesting to note that the two conditions (6.36) do not themselves rule out a sufficiently gentle
increase in the entropic c-function: to exclude this one requires the further input of Lorentz invariance [42,
43]. However the discontinuous upwards jump of our c-function clearly does violate (6.36).
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For small ∆φ, we see from figure 4 that the entanglement entropy is not monotonically
increasing and the first of these two expressions is not satisfied. The positive discontinuity
in the c-function can be viewed as a delta-function violation of the second expression.15
Of course, for small ∆φ, the diagonal embedding vacuum is also not unitary [33]: thus
the presence of negative-norm states means that we cannot be sure the reduced density
matrix has no negative eigenvalues, and so we violate one of the only conditions in the
proof for strong sub-additivity. We are somewhat reassured that at large ∆φ (where we
have presumably flowed to the unitary principal embedding), both of these constraints
are satisfied.
Thus from the point of view of our proposal of entanglement entropy we see that this
RG flow background is somewhat puzzling. We believe there is more to be understood
here, and at the moment we are not certain whether our proposal should be modified in
some way or if these features are instead a manifestation of peculiarities associated with
the RG flow itself. We discuss two such pathologies below:

appropriate way. One can be at low momentum and still probe UV physics; inverting
the logic, one can also be at high momentum and still probe IR physics. Thus the
RG flow is kinematically rather different from most RG flows that we are familiar
with. This is related to the Lorentz-breaking character of the deformation.16

7

Conclusion

This has been a long journey: here we summarize the key points from our analysis. We have
proposed that in theories of higher spin gravity there is a particular choice of open-ended
bulk Wilson line that computes entanglement entropy in the dual field theory:
SEE = − log (WR (C)) ,

(7.1)

where the representation R is a particular infinite-dimensional highest weight representation of the bulk gauge group SL(N, R) and the trajectory C extends into the bulk. We
developed a considerable amount of technology to evaluate these Wilson lines, representing
them as path integrals over an auxiliary worldline field called U (s), whose action we showed
to be (in the SL(3, R) case):
Z

S(U, P ; A, Ā)C = ds Tr(P U −1 Ds U ) + λ2 (Tr(P 2 ) − c2 ) + λ3 (Tr(P 3 ) − c3 ) . (7.2)
We then evaluated these path integrals in a saddle point approximation, developing techniques for solving the equations of motion of U (s) and finding the on-shell action in terms
of data specifying the bulk gauge connections.
As the theory is topological, the actual trajectory that C takes in the bulk does not
matter; the answer depends only on data specified at the endpoints and can be expressed
in a fairly explicit form, e.g. as in (6.12). In the case of SL(2, R) we demonstrated explicitly
that this bulk Wilson line computes a conventional proper distance: indeed, we even showed
that the usual geodesic equation made a somewhat unexpected appearance. In the case of
SL(3, R) gravity this Wilson line provides a gauge-invariant generalization of the formula of
Ryu and Takayanagi, and we argued that for an appropriate choice of quantum numbers of
16

We briefly digress and discuss an example where a similar phenomenon happens: consider a Fermi
surface, which may also be obtained from a Lorentz-invariant theory of relativistic fermions by a Lorentzbreaking deformation µψ̄γ 0 ψ. There as well we find a similar breakdown: we can be at high momentum
k → kF 6= 0 yet still probe IR physics due to the existence of gapless modes at the Fermi surface. It
is also well-known that the Fermi surface state has peculiar entanglement entropy properties, including a
logarithmic violation of the area law [51, 52]. The pathologies in our system are of course quite different,
but it is interesting to speculate whether they are also related to a breakdown of familiar kinematics.
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These peculiarities are actually hidden in our calculation as well: for example, the result
for the entanglement entropy (6.33) is quite sensitive to the reference frame. If we instead
consider an open interval in a state that is slightly boosted compared to the rest frame
induced by the deformation, we find a rather different and quite complicated answer which
deserves to be better understood.

the probe (i.e. the right choice of c2 and c3 above) it implements the replica trick approach
to computing entanglement entropy in the dual field theory.
We further showed that the computation of this quantity for a single interval often
(but not always) results in sensible answers, i.e.
1. We reproduced expected results for entanglement entropy that are fixed by conformal
invariance; in our approach however these all involve only an SL(2, R) subgroup of
the full higher spin gauge group.

3. In some cases (e.g. the diagonal embedding black hole with nontrivial holonomies) our
proposal recovers expected but nontrivial dependence of the entanglement entropy
on the interval length in a manifestly gauge-invariant manner.
However, we are somewhat reluctant to claim complete victory, as we also found some
puzzling features:
1. There are currently two expressions in the literature for the entropy of the principal
embedding black hole, which are thought to differ due to modified expressions for
the energy of the dual field theory and thus different entropies as computed from the
first law of thermodynamics. Our analysis agrees with one of them, but we do not
have a proposal which will reproduce the other entropy. This other thermal entropy
is in agreement with CFT calculations [54, 55], hence it is important to relate it to
entanglement entropy computations.
2. Our analysis of a particular non-unitary RG flow geometry failed to demonstrate the
expected variation in the central charge from UV to IR, violates strong sub-additivity,
and displayed a peculiar singularity at intermediate distance scales. At the moment
we are unable to explain these features, and are unsure as to whether our proposal
must be modified or whether we are accurately computing an entanglement entropy
that simply behaves oddly due to unwanted pathologies of the RG flow geometry,
such as its lack of unitarity. Further computations on related backgrounds should be
helpful in elucidating this.
Thus we believe there is still a great deal to be understood here. In addition to the
resolution of the above two puzzles, some other concrete directions for future research are:
1. We have not systematically explored the space of boundary conditions on our probe.
In particular, the choice that we have made, that U (0) = U (sf ) = 1, was motivated
by analogy with the SL(2, R) case rather than from a systematic study of its true
meaning in the higher spin case. It is quite possible that there are other sensible
choices which may compute a different class of observables. It would be very useful
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2. When the Wilson line is looped around a black hole horizon, our proposal computes
thermal entropies which depend nontrivially on higher spin charges: we demonstrated
equivalence with a general formula for thermal entropies computed from a Euclidean
action by [35].

to understand a principle that would help us choose between them. A proper quantum
treatment of the action (7.2) (which does exist for the SL(2, R) case [19]) may help
with this, as will a more refined understanding of the backreaction of the probe on
the bulk geometries in question.

3. In all of our calculations we have frozen the bulk gauge connections and viewed this
Wilson line as a probe. A rough justification for this was given back in (3.9), where we
showed that in the limit that we are computing an entanglement entropy, the effective
c2 of the probe vanishes as we take n → 1. If we were interested in computing instead
a Renyi entropy, we would have a finite n and thus backreaction on the geometry
would be significant: in fact at integer n the bulk geometries are regular and very
different from empty space with a conical singularity. These bulk geometries have
been constructed in the metric representation of the SL(2, R) case in [53]; it would be
very interesting to understand a Chern-Simons representation of those geometries,
perhaps with the help of our Wilson lines, opening the door to the construction of
Renyi entropies in higher spin theories.
4. Our discussion presents a new way to think about the Ryu-Takayanagi formula and
may admit further generalizations to other theories of 3d gravity with a Chern-Simons
description, e.g. to topologically massive gravity. In this paper we have focused on
SL(3, R); however if we are systematic we cannot see any real obstacles to extending
the formalism to any finite N in SL(N, R), and with more work perhaps even to the
infinite dimensional Lie algebra hs[λ]. In the latter case the precise understanding
of the dual field theory might allow an interpolation between the gravitational and
field-theoretical ways of thinking about entanglement entropy. In many ways, this
would provide a concrete realization of the idea of the construction of bulk geometry
from entanglement that we alluded to in the introduction to this paper.
We hope to return to some of these issues in the future.
To conclude, our proposal provides a reformulation of the ideas of holographic entanglement entropy, one that takes seriously the topological nature of 3d gravity and permits
both concrete calculations and further generalizations. We hope that it may play a small
role in understanding the interplay of classical geometry and quantum entanglement.
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A.1

Conventions and useful relations
Elementary matrix algebra

Here we summarize some basic matrix identities that we use in explicit computations above.
For any matrix A, the characteristic polynomial PA (λA ) of A can be written in terms of
traces of powers of A. Denote An ≡ Tr(An ) and write
PA (λA ) = det(A − λA 1) = exp [Tr log(A − λA 1)]

(A.1)

Now Taylor expanding the right hand side in powers of λA , we can find an explicit expression
for the characteristic polynomial; e.g. if A is 3 × 3 we have

1
1
PA (λ) = −λ3A + A1 λ2A − λA (A21 − A2 ) −
−A31 + 3A1 A2 − 2A3
2
6
1
3
2
2
= −λA + A1 λA − λA (A1 − A2 ) + det(A) .
2

(A.2)

Note that there are infinitely many terms in the expansion of the right-hand side of (A.1)
in powers of λA ; as we know that the left-hand side is a simple polynomial in λA , all but
the first three of them must be identically 0. The relations that enforce this allow one to
determine traces of arbitrarily high powers of A in terms of traces of the first three powers.
A.2

SO(2, 2) and SL(2, R) conventions

Our conventions for the so(2, 2) algebra are
[Ma , Mb ] = abc M c ,

[Ma , Pb ] = abc P c ,

[Pa , Pb ] = `2 abc M c .

(A.3)

Alternatively, if we define Ja± = 12 (Ma ± `Pa ) the commutators simplify to
[Ja+ , Jb+ ] = abc J +c ,

[Ja− , Jb− ] = abc J −c ,

[Ja+ , Jb− ] = 0 ,

(A.4)

where we are decomposing so(2, 2) = sl(2, R)L × sl(2, R)R and Ja± ∈ sl(2, R)L,R .
In general, we denote the 3 generators of sl(2, R) as {J0 , J1 , J−1 }. And in accordance
with the above, the algebra is given by
[Ja , Jb ] = abc J c ,
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A

where abc is a completely antisymmetric tensor and 0+− = 1. The metric is given by
δ00 =

1
,
2

δ+− = δ−+ = −1 .

(A.6)

The inner product of is defined as

A.2.1

(A.7)

(A.8)

For this representation, it is straight forward to show that
1
1
Ja Jb = δab + abc J c ,
2
2

(A.9)

and trf (Ja Jb ) = δab . From here we can derive some useful properties. For example,
exp(κpa Ja ) = cosh(κ)12×2 + sinh(κ)pa Ja ,

if pa pa = 2 ,

(A.10)

and
exp(κpa Ja ) = 12×2 + κpa Ja ,
A.2.2

Adjoint representation




00 0
010




J0 =  0 1 0  , J1 =  0 0 0  ,
0 0 −1
200

if pa pa = 0 .



J−1


0 0 −1


=  −2 0 0  ,
0 0 0

(A.11)

(A.12)

and
tradj (Ja Jb ) = 4δab ,

(A.13)

3 = 0 and hence we
with δab given by (A.6). In this representation we have J03 = J0 and J±1
find

κ2 2
J ,
2 ±1
= 13×3 + (cosh(κ) − 1)J02 + sinh(κ)J0

eκJ± = 13×3 + κJ±1 +
eκJ0

(A.14)

In general a 3 × 3 traceless matrix X satisfies
1
1
X 3 = tr(X 3 )13×3 + tr(X 2 )X
3
2

(A.15)

And if X ∈ SL(2, R) we further have that tr(X 3 ) = 0. Written differently
1 a b
p p Tr(Ja Jb )pc Jc
2
= 2pa pa pc Jc

(pa Ja )3 =

(A.16)

Final property is the generalization of (A.14)
exp(κpa Ja ) = 13×3 + (cosh(κ) − 1)(pa Ja )2 + sinh(κ)pa Ja ,
for 2pa pa = 1.
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1
pa pa = pa pb δab = p0 p0 − 2p+ p− .
2
Fundamental representation
"
#
"
#
"
#
1/2 0
0 0
01
J0 =
, J1 =
, J−1 =
.
0 −1/2
−1 0
00

A.3

SL(3, R) conventions

We label the sl(3, R) generators as Ta = {Li , Wm } with i = −1, 0, 1 and m = −2, . . . , 2.
The algebra reads
[Li , Lj ] = (i − j)Li+j ,
[Li , Wm ] = (2i − m)Wi+m ,
1
[Wm , Wn ] = − (m − n)(2m2 + 2n2 − mn − 8)Lm+n .
3

(A.18)

C2 = δ ab Ta Tb ,

C3 = habc Ta Tb Tc .

(A.19)

Here δab and habc are symmetric tensors which define the Killing forms of the Lie Algebra.
Indices are raised using δ ab where δ cb δab = 18×8 . These tensor are given by
δab = trf (Ta Tb ) ,

habc = trf (T(a Tb Tc) ) .

(A.20)

The overall normalizations of this tensor is ambiguous, so in the definition above we fixed
this ambiguity by using the matrix trace in the fundamental representation. We could have
used instead e.g. the adjoint representation, which would modify certain normalizations and
definitions in the text — but of course the physics is unchanged given that conventions are
implemented consistently.
In the text we use the short hand notation Tr(P n ) which should be read as contractions
with the Killing forms, i.e.
Tr(P 2 ) = P a P b δab ,
A.3.1

Tr(P 3 ) = P a P b P c habc .

(A.21)

Fundamental representation

We work with the following matrices in the fundamental representation






000
10 0
0 −2 0






L1 = 1 0 0 ,
L0 = 0 0 0  ,
L−1 = 0 0 −2 ,
010
0 0 −1
0 0 0






000
0 0 0
1 0 0
2





W2 = 2 0 0 0 ,
W1 = 1 0 0 ,
W0 = 0 −2 0 ,
3
100
0 −1 0
0 0 1




0 −2 0
004




W−1 = 0 0 2 ,
W−2 = 2 0 0 0 .
(A.22)
0 0 0
000
The quadratic traces are
trf (L0 L0 ) = 2 , trf (L1 L−1 ) = −4 ,
8
trf (W0 W0 ) = , trf (W1 W−1 ) = −4 ,
3
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The algebra has two independent Casimirs which are defined as

and the non-vanishing symmetric cubic combinations are
trf (L(1 L1 W−2) ) = 8 ,

trf (L(1 L0 W−1) ) = −2 ,

4
,
3

trf (L(0 L−1 W1) ) = −2 ,

trf (L(0 L0 W0) ) =

trf (W(1 W1 W−2) ) = −8 ,
trf (W(−2 W0 W2) ) =

trf (W(−1 W−1 W2) ) = −8 ,

32
,
3

trf (W(0 W0 W0) ) = −

trf (L(1 L−1 W0) ) =

4
,
3

trf (L(−1 L−1 W2) ) = 8 ,
trf (W(1 W0 W−1) ) =

16
.
9

4
,
3
(A.24)

where P = P a Ta and c2 = P a P b δab .
Using (A.2), the eigenvalues of any element of the algebra X = Xa T a are
r

 




2x2
x
x π
x π
λX =
diag cos
, − cos
+
, − cos
−
,
3
3
3
3
3
3
where
cos x ≡

B

√ x3
6 3/2 ,
x2

x2 = X a X b δab ,

x3 = X a X b X c habc .

(A.26)

(A.27)

Alternative derivation of thermal entropy

In this appendix we give an alternative derivation to the thermal entropy in section 5. The
final result will completely agree with (5.17); however we will see that this approach makes
it rather clear how our analysis relates to the results reported in [36–38].
The equations of motion for the massive probe are given by (4.17). We can recast
these equations as
Ās − Aus = 2λ2 P + 3λ3 habc T a P b P c ,

(B.1)
dP
+ [Ās , P ] = 0 ,
(B.2)
ds

d
where Aus = U −1 As + ds
U.
For c3 = 0, we know that the on-shell action (4.20) depends solely on the combination
λ2 (s)c2 . This can be solved in complete generality as follows. Define
A2 ≡ Tr(Ās − Aus )2 ,

A3 ≡ Tr(Ās − Aus )3 ,

(B.3)

with ‘Tr’ given by (A.21). It is very tempting to identify A2 and A3 with the metric-like
fields gµν and φµνρ in (4.3); this would be the case if U (s) = 1, however this choice is not
generically compatible with the equations of motion for the reasons discussed in section 4.3.
Then (B.1) implies
3
A2 = 4λ22 c2 + λ23 (c2 )2 ,
2
3
2
A3 = 6λ2 λ3 (c2 )2 − λ33 (c2 )3 .
4
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As a consequence of (A.15), in the fundamental representations one can show that
c2
habc T a P b P c = P 2 − 13×3 ,
(A.25)
3

By combining both equations, we can eliminate λ3 and obtain the following equation for λ2
2

16λ22 c2 − A2
A2 − 4λ22 c2 = 9A3 .
(B.5)
This equation has 6 roots which we denote ±λ2,i . The solutions to (B.5) are given by

with


2
p
H ≡ 3A3 + 9(A3 )2 − (A2 )3
.

(B.6)

(B.7)

Depending on A2 and A3 not all roots are real. We can write this in a more compact way.
Define
3A3
cos ψ(s) ≡ 3/2 ,
(B.8)
A2
which gives H = (A2 )3 e2iψ ; note that the “angle” ψ(s) is not necessarily real. In terms of
ψ, (B.6) reduces to
 




A2
A2
π
A2
π
2
2 ψ
2
2 ψ
2
2 ψ
λ2,1 =
sin
, λ2,2 =
cos
−
, λ2,3 =
cos
+
. (B.9)
4c2
3
4c2
3
6
4c2
3
6
At this stage it useful to compare with the analysis in the main text. In the notation used
in section 5 each of the roots (B.9) represents different parings of the eigenvalues when
solving (5.15). Also, in close analogy to the results in section 5.2, each root will map to
the possible charges the probe can carry given the constraint c3 = 0. In the notation used
here it is rather cumbersome to compute the charges carried by P ; the techniques used in
the main sections allow for a much more clear analysis of the probe.
The result (B.6) is not the end of the story; we still need to impose (B.2) and the
boundary conditions on the path and probe. In this appendix we will consider only the
case of closed loops, in which case the probe has to satisfy
U (sf ) = U (0) ,

P (sf ) = P (0) .

(B.10)

A solution that satisfies the periodicity condition is to take P = P0 (a constant element),
and due to (B.2) we have [P, Ās ] = 0. If P commutes with Ās , then (B.1) will imply as well
[Aus , Ās ] = 0 .

(B.11)

This imposes a constraint on U very similar to the condition we found for u0 which
gives (5.15). And it should be clear that U = 1 is not adequate, since in general A
and Ā do not commute.
Given these additional constraints, we still have to determine λ2 as a function of s. This
information is contained in (B.1), but from the way we set the problem in this appendix
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16λ22,1 c2 = 2A2 − (A2 )2 H −1/3 − H 1/3 ,
√
√
1+i 3
1−i 3
2
2 −1/3
16λ2,2 c2 = 2A2 +
(A2 ) H
+
(A2 )2 H 1/3 ,
2√
2√
1−i 3
1+i 3
16λ22,3 c2 = 2A2 +
(A2 )2 H −1/3 +
(A2 )2 H 1/3 ,
2
2

it requires to solve as well for the path xµ (s) that minimizes the action. This approach
definitely obscures the topological nature of the probe. Nevertheless, it is rather interesting
that our results here have a close relationship to the expressions obtained in [36–38]. The
appeal of expressions like (B.8) is that it gives a hint towards which combinations of
metric-like fields are the appropriate invariants to cast the theory in terms of generalized
diffeomorphism as defined in [38].17

C

Computations for principal embedding black hole

M = exp(−2ρ0 L0 ) exp (∆φaφ ) exp(2ρ0 L0 ) exp(−∆φāφ ),

(C.1)

where the connections a, ā are


2π
π
a = L1 −
LL−1 − WW−2 dx+
k
2k


4πL
4π 2 L2
4πW
+ µ W2 −
W0 +
W−2 +
L−1 dx−
k
k2
k


2π
π
ā = − L−1 −
LL1 + WW2 dx−
k
2k


4πL
4π 2 L2
4πW
+ µ W−2 −
W0 +
W2 −
L1 dx+ ,
k
k2
k

(C.2)

(C.3)

and where W and µ can be related to a dimensionless parameter C as
r
r
√
√
4(C − 1)
2πL
3 C
k
µ
3 (C − 3) 4C − 3
W=
L
, µ=
,
=
.
k
4(2C − 3) 2πL
β
4π
(3 − 2C)2
C 3/2

(C.4)

To evaluate the matrix exponentials in (C.1) it is most convenient to diagonalize aφ and āφ :
aφ = Va λφ Va−1

āφ = Vā λ̄φ Vā−1

(C.5)

where the eigenvalues and eigenvectors may be explicitly computed:
r

!
√
√
3+C
4C − 3 − 2
2πL
2 3 − C 2 + 4C − 3
√
√
λφ = 2
diag
,√ ,
k
C(2C − 3)
C
C(2C − 3)



√
√
2
2
2
C
−
1
−
4C
−
3
(2
−
C)
C
−
1
+
4C
−
3
C
C
C

q
q k
q k
√
 √
k
Va = 
4C − 3 − 1
2 2πLC − 4C − 3 + 1
2πLC
2πLC

k
2πL

k
2πL

k
2πL

(C.6)






(C.7)

and the corresponding objects for the barred connection may easily be constructed:
λ̄φ = −λφ
17

Vā = gVa

We thank A. Campoleoni for emphasizing this aspect of the computation to us.
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Here we present some details of the computations for the principal embedding black hole;
essentially we need to compute traces of the matrix M , defined by (6.7):

where the matrix g is



0 0 −2


g =  0 −1 0 
− 12 0 0

(C.9)

Recall now that we would like to compute m1 and m2 , which are defined to be (6.10)
trf (M ) =

m1
+ O(−2 )
4

trf (M )2 − trf (M 2 ) =

2m2
+ O(−2 )
4

(C.10)

2 h
i2  k 2
C
λ2 ∆φ
λ3 ∆φ
λ1 ∆φ
m1 =
−2xe
+e
(−3 + x) + e
(3 + x)
, (C.11)
4x(−3 + C)
2πL

2 h
i2  k 2
1
Ceλ2 ∆φ
−2λ2 ∆φ
λ1 ∆φ
λ3 ∆φ
m2 =
−2xe
+e
(−3 + x) + e
(3 + x)
,
2 2x(−3 + C)
2πL


where we defined the diagonal entries in (C.6) as
λφ ≡ diag (λ1 , λ2 , λ3 ) ,

(C.12)

√
and we also defined x ≡ −3 + 4C.
Besides the limits implemented in section 6.3, we can also consider the two following
limits: µ fixed while β → 0, and β fixed while µ → 0. Using (C.11) and (6.12) we find
cP
SEE (β → 0, µ fixed) =
log
3

∆φ
16µ2
1−

∆φ2

1/4

!
+ ...

(C.13)

and
SEE (µ → 0, β fixed)



cP
β
π∆φ
=
log
sinh
3
π
β



 !


cP π 2 µ2
2π∆φ 2
2π∆φ
−4 πφ
+
sinh
8 1−3
cosh
18 β 2
β
β
β






 
4π∆φ
16π∆φ
2π∆φ
4π∆φ
−3 − 5 cosh
+
sinh
+ sinh
+ ...
β
β
β
β



cP
β
π∆φ
=
log
sinh
(C.14)
3
π
β
 




cP 4π 2 µ2
2π∆φ
−4 πφ
2 π∆φ
+
sinh
− sinh
1 + 5 cosh
18 β 2
β
β
β





2


4π∆φ
2π∆φ
2π∆φ
2π∆φ
2π∆φ
+
sinh
1+2 cosh
−6
cosh
+ ...
β
β
β
β
β
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Working out the matrix exponentials as e∆φaφ = Va e∆φλφ Va−1 and similarly for the barred
connection we can compute m1 and m2 . We find

D

Coordinate representation of probe

In this appendix we review the construction of WR (C) for infinite dimensional representations originally performed in [11, 13] for three dimensional gravity. This approach makes
evident rather quickly a more geometrical interpretation of WR (C), but is somewhat difficult to generalize to higher spin theories.
Consider first the quantum system with action


Z

dq µ
µν
2
S(p, q)C,free =
ds pµ
+ λ(s) pµ pν g (q) − m
.
(D.1)
ds
C

{pα , q β } = −δαβ .

(D.2)

Note as an aside that if we integrate out pµ we find


Z
1
µ ν
2
SC,free =
ds −
q̇ q̇ gµν (q) − λ(s)m
4λ(s)
C

(D.3)

Further integrating out λ(s) we find
Z
SC,free = −m

q
ds q̇ µ q̇ ν gµν (q)

(D.4)

C

which is indeed the classical worldline length in AdS3 .18
We will first understand the global SO(2, 2) symmetry structure for the probe. Consider the set of AdS3 isometries (ξaµ , ξ¯aµ ), where the ξ generate SL(2, R)L and the ξ¯ generate
SL(2, R)R . Viewed as vector fields they are functions of the q µ , and their Lie brackets
satisfy the SL(2, R) algebra
 µ

∂ξb σ ∂ξaµ σ
Lξa ξbµ ≡
ξ
−
ξ
= abc ξcµ .
(D.5)
∂q σ a ∂q σ b
¯ further we have Lξ ξ¯µ = 0. The symmetries of the worldline
A similar relation holds for ξ;
a b
action (D.1) are generated by
Ja+ ≡ ξaµ (q)pµ ,

Ja− ≡ ξ¯aµ (q)pµ .

18

(D.6)

At this stage there is actually a simple way to cast the discussion without introducing an auxiliary
manifold gµν (q). To bring this case to the more general setting discussed in section 2.3, recall that the
metric of a group manifold can be written as

gµν (q) = Tr U −1 ∂µ U U −1 ∂ν U ,
It is straightforward from here to reproduce (2.15).
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Here q µ is a set of coordinates on AdS3 and pµ are their conjugate momenta. gµν (q) is
the pullback metric of AdS3 expressed as a function of the q µ — we will see why this is
necessary shortly. This AdS3 is the same as the group manifold of SL(2, R) discussed in
the main text. λ(s) is a Lagrange multiplier that enforces a mass-shell condition. We have
as well the Poisson bracket structure

Computing the Poisson bracket of two J 0 s we have
 µ

µ
∂ξa σ ∂ξb σ
+
+
{Ja , Jb } = pµ
ξ − σ ξa = −bac pµ ξcµ = abc Jc+ ,
∂q σ b
∂q

(D.7)

and thus they realize the SL(2, R) algebra on the p’s and q’s. We can now compute the
action of these on the canonical variables via Poisson brackets:
δa q µ ≡ {q µ , Ja+ } = ξaµ ,

δa pµ ≡ {pµ , Ja+ } = −

∂ξaν
pν ,
∂q µ

δa ξbµ ≡ {ξbµ , Ja+ } =

∂ξbµ α
ξ .
∂q α a
(D.8)

(D.9)

¯ Hence the vectors (ξ, ξ)
¯ must be the Killing vectors of
and the analogous condition for ξ.
the induce metric, which implies that the probe is propagating on an AdS3 background.
Now we would like to promote this global symmetry to a gauge symmetry. Recall that
this system is embedded in an ambient 3D space that does not have a metric structure and
only has CS gauge fields turned on; thus in addition to the coordinate q µ (s) that is used for
representing the SL(2, R) algebra, there is an extra 3D space in which the Wilson line lives,
parametrized by coordinates xi . Take the curve C of the Wilson line to be parametrized
by xi (s). We want to allow the gauge transformation to depend on those coordinates, i.e.
given a function Λa (x) on this ambient space we have:
δa q µ = Λa (x(s))ξaµ ,

δa pµ = −Λa (x(s))

∂ξaν
pν .
∂q µ

(D.10)

The required generalization is
Z
S(p, q; A, Ā)C =

ds pµ Ds q µ + λ(s) pµ pν g µν (q) − m2



,

(D.11)

C

where the gauge-covariant derivative of q is
 dxi
dq µ  a µ
Ds q µ =
+ Ai ξa + Ābi ξ¯bµ
.
ds
ds

(D.12)

Using (D.10) and the transformation of the gauge field with gauge parameter Λ = Λa (x(s))Ja±
we can verify that the action (D.11) is invariant under local gauge transformations. This
requires the fact that the Lie derivatives of the vector fields ξaµ generate the correct algebra.
Note that this construction actually appears to work for any group provided that we can
find some manifold to realize the isometries.
Writing SC = SC,free + SC,int , the interacting piece is
Z
Z
dxi
SC,int =
ds(Aai Ja+ + Ābi Jb− )
=
A.
(D.13)
ds
C
C
Hence the path integral of the probe is simply
Z
Z
[DpDqDλ] exp(S(p, q; A, Ā)C ) = hf |P exp
A|ii
C
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Finally, the action (D.1) is invariant under this global symmetry provided that


∂ξaµ αν ∂ξaν µα ∂g µν σ
µν
δa (pµ pν g (q)) = pµ pν − α g − α g +
ξ
= pµ pν Lξa (g µν ) = 0 ,
∂q
∂q
∂q σ a

where the initial and final states |ii and |f i contain the boundary conditions of the probe
at the end point of the curve C. This wave function may be viewed as matrix elements
of the Wilson line operator in an infinite-dimensional representation. The mass, spin and
conserved charges of the probe — given by Ja± in (D.6)—label the representation R.
Now integrating out p(s) and λ(s) as before we find
Z
q
S(q; A, Ā)C = m
ds Ds q µ (s)Ds q ν (s)gµν (q)
(D.15)
C
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